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INTRODUCTION – HOW TO TALK ABOUT IMMIGRATION

Immigration is the issue that everyone is talking about. Repeated surveys show it is neck-and-neck with the economy as number one issue for the public now, and will be come the general election.

With tabloid headlines raging, populist parties on the rise and mainstream politicians rushing to bring out new, ‘tougher’ policies, it’s widely assumed that this means public opinion is unvaryingly hostile towards immigration – and that the only way to connect with people is by ‘getting tough’ on immigration. Yet research, from British Future and others, shows this is not the case.

When they talk about immigration the public is moderate, not mad.

Most people aren’t desperate to pull up the drawbridge and stop all immigration, nor are they crying out for more of it. Instead they’re somewhere in the middle: worried about the impacts on jobs, public services and on the ‘Britishness’ of our culture; but aware of the benefits to our economy. A clear majority opposes prejudice against migrants who come here to better themselves.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, people would rather keep the immigration that they think is OK: people with skills we need and students who bring more money into our universities and the towns where they live. They’re also proud of Britain’s tradition of protecting refugees fleeing war and persecution. But they would like less of some other types of immigration, such as unskilled workers or people who would be reliant on state benefits.

They also want to be included in a constructive conversation about how we manage the pressures that rapid change can bring. They
would welcome an honest debate about the kinds of immigration that the government can control and those that they can’t; and about the costs and benefits to the economy of keeping immigration or closing ourselves off from it.

“Winning back people’s trust on immigration is not going to be easy.”

Yet voters have been excluded from these decisions about what and who we are as a country. We may have moved past “we’re not allowed to talk about immigration”, but when we do talk about it, politicians still do not trust the public to say something sensible.

Those trying to defend the benefits of immigration have been wary of engaging with the public at all on the issue, in the belief that opinion is too ‘toxic’. When they do, their approach has sometimes been actively harmful to their cause: telling someone ‘you’re wrong, here are the facts’ only alienates them further; suggesting that they’re a bit racist if they disagree does not win them over.

Advocates of a ‘get tough’ approach to immigration have gone in a different direction but for similarly misguided reasons. While migration liberals don’t trust the public to talk about immigration without things turning nasty, their opponents don’t trust voters to handle the realities of trying to control it in the modern world.

Instead they have offered them a tough target that has not been met and was never likely to be. What this unkept promise has done, like the promises before it from governments of varying stripes, is to undermine public trust even further. It is important this mistake isn’t repeated in the debate on EU free movement and the proposed renegotiation of Britain’s relationship with Europe.
Winning back people’s trust on immigration is not going to be easy. What we suggest in *How to talk about immigration*, however, is that it’s not impossible.

Our research suggests that a ‘moderate majority’ of the public – migration liberals together with those who would like small reductions in immigration but would still welcome economic contributors – could agree on a sensible approach to immigration. This certainly seems more feasible than trying to secure agreement between moderate reductionists who still welcome contributors, and those who would like drastic reductions, closed borders or even repatriation. Put those three round a table and it would not be long before one of them had upended it and walked out.

‘Keep your promises’ might be an obvious starting point when trying to win back trust – and that means making promises you can keep in the first place. But there’s a bit more to it than that. Any successful approach must be principled, workable and capable of winning public support – difficult when it might sometimes feel that the three are mutually exclusive. They’re not – but, like anything in politics, it’s a question of balances and trade-offs.

Politicians’ current message to the electorate, whether it is on immigration levels or our relationship with Europe, is “trust us and we’ll sort it out”. This no longer carries much weight with a public that has heard a lot being promised and has seen little being delivered. What they should actually be saying is “we trust you to help us sort it out – what have you got to say?”

As it stands, politicians don’t trust the public, so the public doesn’t trust them. People currently trust a migrant who’s been here for fifteen years more than they trust the Home Secretary – or any of the party leaders – on immigration.

The pro-migrant element to this finding is revealing. Yes, it shows that there is serious trust deficit when it comes to the political class
and immigration; but also that the debate is not so toxic that they cannot engage with it and start to win trust back.

For politicians, getting involved in this conversation may involve a slight leap of faith, but it’s not a leap into the dark. Those that make it will find, from most of Britain, balanced and sensible views and a genuine desire to make it work. Moreover, by showing some trust in the public, they might start to win back a little trust themselves.
I. HOW TO UNDERSTAND THE PUBLIC IF YOU WANT TO TALK TO THEM

Because everyone is talking about immigration, the dominant assumption is that the public must be deeply hostile to it. Whoever talks toughest, therefore, will be most likely to connect with them. This argument comes not only from migration sceptics who claim to own public opinion and ‘speak for ordinary people’; it is also accepted by migration liberals who concede public opinion to those who are opposed to immigration.

Our research shows that this is not where the public is on immigration. The assumption of public hostility is a mistaken one.

PRESSURES AND BENEFITS
Most of the public is perfectly capable of holding a variety of nuanced positions on immigration. They worry about the pace of change and the impact of large numbers of new arrivals on housing, the availability of jobs and the cultural ‘feel’ of their local area. Yet at the same time they also recognise the economic benefits for employers of being able to hire the skilled workers that they want; for our universities being able to attract the brightest and best students to study (and pay fees) here; and they also feel pride in Britain’s long tradition of protecting refugees.

Academic studies,¹ examining in detail public attitudes to issues around identity, race and immigration, have identified distinct sociological ‘tribes’ into which the British public can be broadly segmented.
At one end are the ‘Rejectionists’, the 25 per cent of people who would like significant reductions in immigration, or no immigration at all. This group feels ‘left behind’ by the rapid changes to modern Britain over the last forty years. They are predominantly older, mainly white and predominantly male. They are more likely to live outside a big city. A larger proportion of this group left school at sixteen and they may now be on a lower wage, retired or seeking work. At the extreme ends of this group, some might support repatriation; a small, significant and worrying minority may hold quite toxic, racist views.

At the other end of the scale are the ‘Migration Liberals’. This group is younger, more likely to have gone to university and to live in London or another big city. They feel more positive and more confident about the changes that have taken place in Britain and feel that immigration has been good for the country. Searchlight’s ‘Fear and Hope’ study sub-divides them into ‘Confident Multiculturalists’ and ‘Mainstream Liberals’; they are also the group that the British Social Attitudes Survey identifies as being happy with current immigration levels. Like the Rejectionists they make up around 25 per cent of the population and, like them, their views sit along a scale: some are happy with immigration as it is now; some would support having fewer immigration controls; and some, at the more extreme end, would rather we had no borders or may even wish to realise John Lennon’s plea to ‘imagine there’s no countries’ (which is actually not so ‘easy if you try’!).

That leaves roughly half of the British public somewhere in between. We call them the ‘Anxious Middle’. This is most of Britain – yet they are not the people who are most often heard in the immigration debate.
How to talk about immigration

The Anxious Middle are worried about the pressures brought by large-scale immigration but they understand the benefits too. In our research, they are the 61 per cent of the public who agree that “Immigration brings both pressures and economic benefits, so we should control it and choose the immigration that’s in Britain’s best economic interests”. Twenty-four per cent – our ‘rejectionists’ – say it’s “bad for the economy and we should have as little as possible” while 7 per cent – the most enthusiastic end of the liberals – say it’s “good for the economy and we should have as much as possible”.

**Figure 1: The public remains moderate on immigration and the economy**

![Graph showing public opinion on immigration and the economy](image)

The Anxious Middle are not located in either the ‘pro’ or the ‘anti’ camp in the immigration debate. They are up for a sensible conversation about the pressures they feel from immigration and the solutions that might be available.

They don’t want to ‘pull up the drawbridge’ and close the borders. But they don’t want to get rid of the borders either.

This analysis is important for advocates on either side of the immigration debate, both those who would like to see less immigration and those keen to defend its benefits. Neither side boasts majority
support. Any politician seeking majority approval for their approach to immigration must reach outside their core support, engage the Anxious Middle and convince them that they have an answer. To do so, they will have to engage them in a conversation about their anxieties over the impacts of immigration and what they propose to do about it. All the more reason to try and understand them a bit better.

**ECONOMIC VS CULTURAL SCEPTICS**

The Anxious Middle, made up of half the country, is not a homogenous group. They come from different backgrounds, live in different places and have different worries. When it comes to their concerns about immigration, however, they can be roughly divided into two groups.

Around half of the Anxious Middle is worried about the economic impact of new arrivals to the country. They don’t buy the market-based arguments that immigration is good for the economy as it doesn’t seem to be helping them. This kind of pressure is felt most keenly by those on lower incomes or with less secure employment: they worry about the availability of jobs, both for themselves and their children, and about the impact on wages of the “Polish plumber” who undercuts the British competition, or about factories hiring foreign workers because they work for less money.

“The Anxious Middle are worried about the pressures brought by large-scale immigration but they understand the benefits too.”

There are some on the liberal left who argue that concern about immigration is all about economics: that when times are tough in the economy, people look to scapegoat ‘outsiders’. In fact, the opposite
is the case. Ipsos-MORI has tracked levels of public concern about immigration against the health of the economy over several years. They have found that public concern about immigration is lowest when the economy is doing badly (and people are more worried about the economy) and increases as the economy improves (when they worry more about other issues – like immigration).

This is not to say that socio-economic impacts of immigration aren’t important to many people – they are. Some 30 per cent of the public, according to Lord Ashcroft’s detailed study of attitudes to immigration, Small Island, say that they personally have been directly, negatively affected by immigration. Those on lower wages may cite access to social housing, pressure on wages or the availability of jobs; issues like pressure on public services like schools or waiting times in doctors’ surgeries may be more widely felt. It is important that these concerns are acknowledged and addressed.

The response most often employed by migration advocates, however, not only fails to address them – it can also aggravate and alienate people further.

“*It’s important to distinguish here between cultural concerns about immigration and racial prejudice.*”

These concerns are focused on a very personal understanding of the economy: it is about the amount of money in people’s pockets, or the availability of jobs for them and the people they know. Macro-economic messages about the benefits of immigration, using figures in millions or billions of pounds or concerning intangibles like GDP, are unlikely to convince. Telling someone that we are all richer, when they themselves are feeling poorer, is not going to win them over: a more
likely reaction will be “bully for you – it’s still not working out for me”. We examine this in more detail in the next chapter, *How not to talk about immigration: lessons for liberals*.

The other half of this group looks very different. Often in more secure employment, they are less worried about the economic impact of immigration: in fact they may accept the economic argument, that it is good for the economy and provides labour to fill jobs that need doing.

They are deeply concerned, however, about the pace of change in recent years and the cultural impact of immigration on their country. They worry about whether their town still feels ‘British’ (or, often, ‘English’) when so many other languages are spoken in the street and in their children’s classrooms. And they are worried about whether immigrants share the same “British values” as them. They are more concerned about integration. In particular, as research from Hope Not Hate has shown, they are more likely to be concerned about the integration of Britain’s Muslim community.

This cultural scepticism is the stronger of the two factors influencing the Anxious Middle, prevailing over economic concerns. It’s important to distinguish here between cultural concerns about immigration and racial prejudice. They are not the same thing. This was why Gordon Brown’s “bigoted woman” comment in 2010, after a doorstep conversation with Labour supporter Gillian Duffy, was such a blunder. In two words the then-PM reinforced the view that the Westminster elite dismisses as prejudice all concerns about immigration.

Britain has a strong cultural commitment to anti-racism. People reject racial prejudice. Voters turned their noses up at the BNP’s political offer at the ballot box in the 2014 European election and the party is on its last legs as it slides into bankruptcy, alongside an English Defence League that was disowned by its own founder, Tommy Robinson.
In fact, our research finds that 70 per cent of the Anxious Middle agrees that “increased immigration does have an impact on jobs, public services and the ‘Britishness’ of our communities. We need to manage that. But let’s deal with these issues without being prejudiced and keep racism out of the debate”. Just 7 per cent disagree.

The same segmentation of opinion is apparent in people’s responses to two polarising statements, offering the extreme ends of the immigration debate:

- 14 per cent agreed with the liberal statement “In an increasingly borderless world, we should welcome anyone who wants to come to Britain and not deter them with border controls.”
- 25 per cent agreed with the rejectionist statement “The government should insist that all immigrants should return to the countries they came from, whether they’re here legally or illegally.”
- 60 per cent of the public didn’t support either of these extreme statements. This is the Anxious Middle.

Figure 2: “In an increasingly borderless world, we should welcome anyone who wants to come to Britain and not deter them with border controls”
It is, of course, shocking that a quarter of people agree with the extreme ‘send them back’ proposition. These views need to be challenged and confronted at grassroots level: there is no gain in trying to appease those who hold such views, as they are unlikely to engage with any immigration proposal that could secure majority support. Yet they are and will remain a minority. While many have concerns about immigration, for most people their issue is with the system, not the migrants.

Foremost among the public’s concerns with immigration is having trust in a system that works. People hear big numbers bandied about and images of migrants in Calais trying to jump on board ferries to Britain. They are regularly told that there is a new crackdown – more evidence that it wasn’t working before – and then nothing seems to change as a result. They are willing to pay more for a system that works: 77 per cent of the Anxious Middle group agree ‘we want an immigration system that is both effective and fair, so we should invest more in border controls’.
They also hear rival politicians quoting different statistics at each other in interviews to prove opposing points. Combined with a widespread belief that the system fails to control or count how many people are coming in and how many are going out, this results in widespread distrust of immigration figures.

A woman in one of our research groups in Coventry summed this up when we asked for responses to the pro-migration argument that immigration brings a 0.5 per cent boost to Britain’s GDP: “It can’t be true, can it? They don’t actually know how many people are here, and how many are here illegally.” Another in the same group said “I start to feel sceptical when they start quoting numbers because there’s just an element of unreliability about it.”

“The public should have a say in the decisions that are made about immigration.”

Regaining public trust on immigration should be an imperative for any mainstream politician wishing to engage in the debate. While public opinion is neither irrational nor toxic, public trust is very notably low.

Politicians of all parties have significant work to do in order to win back public trust on immigration. Less than 35 per cent of people say they trust David Cameron (30 per cent), Ed Miliband (27 per cent), Nick Clegg (23 per cent) or Nigel Farage (34 per cent) when they talk about immigration. Home Secretary Theresa May fares no better on 27 per cent. Levels of distrust are all over 50 per cent.

By contrast a migrant who has been here for fifteen years is trusted by a majority of people (51 per cent), more than any politician. Only 28 per cent say they wouldn’t trust them when they talk about immigration. Trust increases to 58 per cent if that migrant has gone on to become a British citizen.
How could politicians restore public trust? Firstly, by engaging the public more in the debate, making clear which aspects of migration they can control and which they can’t. They could also set out the costs and benefits of restricting particular flows of immigrants: the government could remove a third of all immigration tomorrow if it stopped international students coming to UK universities, for instance; but doing so would also cost £7 billion and over 130,000 jobs to the economy, dramatically reduce Britain’s standing as a world leader in higher education and probably mean some universities would close altogether.

Three-quarters (75 per cent) of people agree that “the public should have a say in the decisions that are made about immigration. We understand that some immigration is needed for the economy and that some is outside the government’s control. The government should tell us what they can do, and at what economic cost, so we can make an informed decision about what’s best for Britain.”
Secondly, trust is secured when politicians make promises they can keep. Trust is undermined when the government sets tough targets and then fails to meet them. But that isn’t a reason to abandon targets altogether. Targets can increase trust if they set out what the government intends to do, offering a tangible measure by which it can be held to account by the public.

A target that would help rebuild trust should meet three tests. It should only focus on the migration that is within the government’s power to control; it should be concerned with migration that is in our interest to control – and might therefore exclude, for example, the international students that bring money into the economy and are welcomed by the public; and it should be set at a level that can actually be met.

People want the government to get a grip on the system but they are realistic in their expectations. Seventy per cent of people “would rather the government delivered on a realistic target to limit the immigration it can control, rather than a higher target that it may not be able to meet.” Just 6 per cent disagree (24 per cent say ‘neither’ or ‘don’t know’).

Thirdly, trust is restored by paying attention to integration and contribution. Immigration only works when integration works, when people want and are allowed to become ‘one of us’. Eighty-three per cent of the public agrees that “To belong to our shared society, everyone must speak our language, obey our laws and pay their taxes – so that everyone who plays by the rules counts as equally British and should be able to reach their potential” (see Figure 12).

Public opinion on immigration is not ‘toxic’. The public is more grown-up and able to form sensible opinions than politicians believe. This misperception has led the political elite to distrust voters. And so rather than involving the public in a conversation – about their anxieties and what the potential solutions might be, and the costs and benefits of those solutions – politicians have instead said ‘trust us, we will sort this out for you’. And the public does not trust them.
Efforts to develop an approach to immigration that is principled, practical and has public support, must start with a conversation. Politicians will have to include in that conversation those outside their core support: without an appeal to the Anxious Middle, neither the Migration Liberals nor the Rejectionists can secure majority support. In the sections that follow, we examine what such an appeal might look like – both in theory and in practice.

SCOTLAND’S MODERATE MAJORITY

Scotland has a more liberal and welcoming public immigration debate. There is a broad political consensus on the benefits of immigration, including to meet future demographic needs. Strongly anti-migration rhetoric lacks legitimacy in Scottish public discourse.

Scottish public attitudes are mildly more pro-immigration, or a little less migration-sceptic, than in England (though not quite so distinctively liberal as the attitudes of Londoners). The differences in public attitudes, however, are less marked than the differences in discourse.

A Migration Observatory study from the University of Oxford found that 58 per cent of Scots would like reduced immigration, compared to three quarters in England and Wales, but more people say that immigration has been good for Scotland (41 per cent) while 31 per cent believe it has had negative consequences.

In ICM polling for British Future, respondents in Scotland (68 per cent) were particularly likely to take the middle ground view that there are both pressures to manage and benefits to be secured from immigration, with 61 per cent saying that across Britain.

There are different demographics and policy perspectives on migration and integration, north and south of the border. Fears of an inexorable decline in Scottish population have now been checked. The Scottish population has stabilised at above five million, a similar level to 1974, while the population of England has increased by ten million during that period.
There have been significant, successful efforts, across the political spectrum, to make clear that Scottishness is civic rather than ethnic. As the Scottish population is 96 per cent white, issues of race and integration have a lower, more localised salience.

The public challenges of managing immigration are different too.

England is a country which is currently experiencing historically high levels of immigration. The core challenge is to secure public consent for how rapid change can be managed effectively and fairly.

Scotland has been a comparatively low migration country, now seeking to gradually attract more migrants to Scotland. If this were to succeed, so that the pace of change were to increase, it would help Scotland to maintain its optimistic and moderate migration discourse and to also pay more attention to constructive ways to manage migration pressures fairly. These might include fairness in the workplace for both migrants and citizens, and promoting an inclusive and welcoming approach to civic integration at the local level.

The Holyrood consensus on the demographic and economic case for increased migration is not yet shared by a public majority: a shift to supplement the facts and figures of the demographic analysis with more efforts to get across the stories of old and new Scots working together would help to popularise the argument for Scotland being a country keen to welcome migrants who come to contribute to its future.
WHAT DOES THE ANXIOUS MIDDLE THINK ABOUT KEY IMMIGRATION ISSUES?

Figure 5: What effect does immigration have on the economy?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Liberals</th>
<th>Anxious Middle</th>
<th>Rejectionists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Good for the economy, as much as possible</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Bad for economy, as little as possible</td>
<td></td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressures and benefits, immigration should be determined by Britain’s economic interests</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Some migrants come to Britain to work for a few years and then return home; others make their lives here and settle in Britain. When migrants do come to Britain, which of the following options do you think is better?

1. “It is better for Britain when migrants who come here put down roots and integrate into our society becoming one of us”
   - Liberals: 81%
   - Anxious Middle: 64%
   - Rejectionists: 75%

2. “It is better for Britain when migrants come here to work for a few years without integrating and putting down roots, then return home”
   - Liberals: 19%
   - Anxious Middle: 36%
   - Rejectionists: 25%
Figure 7: “Immigrants put more into Britain than they take out. Their net contribution is equivalent to more than 4p on the basic rate of income tax, worth £700 per year to someone on an average yearly wage of £26,5000, according to the Organisation for Economic co-operation and Development. This helps fund our public services, cuts the deficit and reduce pressure for deeper cuts or higher tax rises.”
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2. HOW NOT TO TALK ABOUT IMMIGRATION: LESSONS FOR LIBERALS

Those seeking to defend the positive contributions which immigration can make to British life will be the first to admit that they have yet to win the argument. Public support for reducing immigration remains steady at around 70 per cent and the issue looks set to overtake the economy as the number one topic ahead of the 2015 election.

The idea that there is a way to manage migration fairly, in the interests of citizens and migrants alike, will never appeal to everyone. Yet there is a principled and popular case for it, on which most people could agree.

Those who see immigration as a positive force are a diverse group. They include free-market liberals and multinational companies, as well as their trade bodies like the CBI and the Institute of Directors; university vice-chancellors who want to attract more international students; politicians on the liberal left, supportive of immigration on principled grounds of opposition to discrimination and campaigners for refugee protection and migrants’ rights.

Yet whether they make the case for immigration from a position of economic logic or political principle, they have all struggled to make the argument in a way that is persuasive to people who don’t already agree with them.

British Future’s deliberative research suggests, in fact, that several well-motivated arguments, intended to persuade people who are concerned about immigration, not only fall on deaf ears but can sometimes be actively harmful to the causes they are seeking to promote.

So what’s going wrong? And how can those who see immigration as a positive force make their case more persuasively?
I’M SORRY BUT YOU’RE WRONG: THE MYTH OF ‘MYTH-BUSTING’

One traditional approach to trying to shift attitudes goes like this: people don’t like immigration but many of the things that they believe aren’t accurate; if we can just give people the *real facts* then they will be better informed – and so they will stop worrying and realise that migration is a good thing, not a bad thing.

This approach fails – and there is now an extensive research literature that demonstrates this, and helps explain why.

What we could call ‘the myth of myth-busting’ is not unique to migration. One influential research experiment on health information – testing a typical myth-busting approach listing untrue ‘myths’ alongside the accurate ‘facts’ – returned to participants three days later, and found they were more likely to remember and believe the pithy myths, rather than the information explaining they were untrue. The research study concluded that ‘The common “facts & myths” format, used in many public information campaigns, runs the risk of spreading misinformation in an attempt to discredit it’.⁸

Myth-busting can be ineffective on many topics, but on immigration even more so – because immigration has a good claim to be the area of public policy where public trust is in shortest supply. When no-one trusts the facts and figures available, an approach that is predicated on facts is unlikely to prove convincing.

Myth-busting exercises are popular with those who are already onside, providing proof that they were right all along and that their opponents were playing fast and loose with the facts. In any contested debate, you will find partisans on both sides enthusiastically retweeting evidence that they were right all along to their fellow supporters, imagining that they are persuading new people too.

The problem is that the undecided are unlikely to have any particular reason to trust one set of factual claims over another. An undecided voter, having watched the EU debate between Nick Clegg
and Nigel Farage, told the Ten O’Clock News why it had left him none the wiser about who to believe: ‘Both sides fire a lot of facts and figures at you, which they bandy around. Facts and figures – in the end you believe what you want. They are both as convincing as each other. That’s the problem. And you don’t know quite – well, I can’t make my mind up – which side is being honest with these figures’.9

**HOW GIVING PEOPLE THE FACTS CAN HARDEN OPPOSITION**

British Future and Britain Thinks conducted several workshops to investigate how people think about the economics of migration. After one workshop in Coventry, where participants were presented mainly with factual evidence about the economic benefits of migration, they left reporting higher levels of anxiety about the issue than they began with.

The argument given the very shortest shrift, across several discussions, was a factual report that, without migration, the budget deficit would be $x$ billions higher by 2062, according to the Office for Budget Responsibility.

That is indeed what the government’s independent watchdog reports. But there were many reasons why people didn’t believe it. People distrust official statistics, particularly those relating to immigration. They have heard ministers, of different political parties, say that we don’t have a system which is fit for purpose. They are aware of illegal immigration and concerned about it. They think governments have failed to get a grip. So why would they believe the numbers which the system produces?

Since people don’t think the government collects proper data today on who comes in and who goes out, a projection about the impact in fifty years time is seen as pure guesswork – not to mention irrelevant to the concerns they have right now. “I’ll be dead by then”, said one participant. Another said they’d wondered whether there was a secret plan for economic recovery, but they ‘hadn’t realised it would be as daft as this’.
A second group in Cheltenham, while also rejecting messages based on statistical claims, found other arguments about Britain needing to compete in the global economy more persuasive: ‘We chose that one because it doesn’t have any statistics in it,’ said one participant. ‘This one is pure opinion – so you can trust that’.

A CONVERSATION – NOT A LECTURE
The problem with trying to ‘just give people the facts’ is that it offers a textbook example of how not to have a conversation. What one person (the migration advocate) believes they are saying is not what the other (the sceptical member of the public) hears.

‘It’s good for the economy’ is often the starting point. Yet this argument fails to hit home with someone who feels that the economy isn’t working for them. People understand ‘the economy’ through their direct experience – jobs, wages and the money in their pocket – rather than through GDP and macroeconomic statistics.

“The problem with trying to ‘just give people the facts’ is that it offers a textbook example of how not to have a conversation.”
The myth-busting migration advocate will then appeal to facts: that the root of this disagreement is that the sceptic has been misled or denied the accurate information. At best this is often interpreted as a dismissal of their personal experience as invalid; at worst it is simply interpreted as telling them that they’re stupid.

Migration may be good for your economy. The economy’s not working so well for me.

Many people are misinformed and don’t know what the facts show.

This person thinks that I’m stupid. I understand what he’s saying – I just don’t agree with it.
Finally, ‘unfortunately, there is a lot of prejudice underpinning this’ adds the thought ‘you might not be prejudiced yourself – but you could well be being duped by somebody else who is.’

This type of argument is consistently shown to actively repel people who were open to persuasion. That is largely because it offers a lecture, not a conversation.

What most people take away from it is very often ‘Well, I can see its working out fine for people like you – and I can see you don’t care that it isn’t working for me’. That risk is only exacerbated if every public voice making the positive case seems to come from the London professional classes, and their main message – based on this myth-busting approach – seems to be ‘I’m sorry but you’re wrong’.
Demographically, migrants tend to be younger than the population as a whole, meaning they are more likely to be economically active and less likely to be using public services such as health and social care or pensions. This argument that ‘they pay in more than they take out’ is widely used by migration liberals. While it is accurate, it still fails to convince the public.

ICM polling shows that only 30 per cent of people agree with the following facts-based economic statement: “Immigrants put more into Britain than they take out. Their net contribution is equivalent to more than 4p on the basic rate of income tax, worth £700 per year to someone on an average yearly wage of £26,500, according to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. This helps fund our public services, cuts the deficit and reduces the pressure for deeper cuts or higher tax rises.” Thirty per cent disagree, with a further 30 per cent saying they neither agree nor disagree.
Figure 8: The public is unconvinced by fact-based arguments that immigrants put more money into Britain than they take out

By contrast, the same ICM poll finds that a message based on an appeal to fairness for both British workers and migrants – urging better enforcement of workplace standards so the former aren’t undercut and the latter are not exploited – wins the support of two-thirds of the public.

“While the first of these two messages only appeals to migration liberals who are already onside – and stops there – the second reaches the Anxious Middle too.”
Figure 9: How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement: “Immigration can help fill gaps in the workforce: migrants do the jobs that need doing but which we struggle to fill, like care work and seasonal fruit picking. But for this to work we need to make sure standards like the minimum wage are enforced so British workers aren’t undercut and migrant workers aren’t exploited”

The reason why one message secures only minority support, while the other is persuasive to a majority, can be understood in terms of our ‘Anxious Middle’ segmentation. While the first of these two messages only appeals to migration liberals who are already onside – and stops there – the second reaches the Anxious Middle too.

FACTS STILL MATTER, BUT...

This is not an argument that facts don’t matter. Facts should be important in policy-making.

The job of some public voices – such as civil servants, academics and BBC journalists – is to explain, not to persuade. It is important that the best possible information is available from bodies like the Migration Advisory Committee. It is good for public policy that there is informed public debate and forums that seek to test and scrutinise the arguments from all sides. That can play an important role in keeping advocates on every side of the debate honest, because
their reputation in these high-level forums also matters for credibility and influence.

But that is very different from ‘just giving people the facts’ as a strategy for public engagement or advocacy about immigration.

Ironically, there is an increasingly strong evidence base to demonstrate the failings of evidence-based public advocacy. Professor Drew Westen, a leading US academic and author of The Political Brain,\(^\text{10}\) has done more than anybody to popularise emerging research findings in political psychology and brain science. Westen notes that liberal advocates ‘tend to be intellectual. They like to read and think. They thrive on policy debates, arguments, statistics, and getting the facts right. All that is well and good, but it can be self-destructive politically when allied with a belief in the moral superiority of the cerebral at heart, because moral condescension registers with voters’. This, he suggests, ultimately reflects ‘an irrational emotional commitment to rationality – one that renders them, ironically, impervious to both scientific evidence on how the political mind and brain work and to an accurate diagnosis of why their campaigns repeatedly fail’.

There is plenty of scope for evidence-based submissions to policymakers. When the intention is to engage with general, non-specialist audiences, however, there is no substitute for going and talking to the people with whom these arguments are designed to connect. Those who wish to make a positive case for migration need to do so in a conversation, not a lecture – and they must find out what type of conversation people want to have.

**FIVE STEPS TOWARDS A CONVERSATION ABOUT IMMIGRATION**

So how might migration liberals try to change the way they talk about immigration in order to do more than preach to the choir? How can they engage with the ‘Anxious Middle’ of public opinion as well as those already on board?
Step one: stop wishing that we didn’t have to talk about immigration

Migration liberals have a fair point when they challenge the idea that people ‘aren’t allowed to talk about immigration’. It is difficult to identify any period of sustained silence over the last half century. But they harm their own cause if this extends to not wanting to talk about immigration, or to complaining that ‘We don’t seem to talk about anything else. We’ve shown that we can talk about immigration, but could you please let me know when we can stop’.

Firstly this implies that they don’t have a compelling answer – or that they don’t think it’s worth engaging those who don’t agree with them. Secondly it simply reinforces the ‘we’re not allowed to talk about it’ conspiracy frame. The best way to counter someone saying ‘we’re not allowed to talk about immigration’ is to prove them wrong by talking about it.

Step two: stop looking for the killer fact that will prove that the whole debate is a mistake

No killer fact exists to show that immigration is always good for all people at all times. Even if it did, people may not believe it. And even if everyone agreed on the evidence, differences about values, priorities and preferences would still lead people to disagree on what we should choose to do.

It is true that migrants, overall, make a positive net contribution to GDP. That fact alone, however, doesn’t settle which choices should be made about immigration. Some people will argue this shows current migration levels should be maintained or increased. Others would want to be more selective, welcoming more net contributors while deterring others. And some advocates – on both sides – think that there is more to life than GDP: that we should focus more on those who need protection or family reunification; or that slower economic growth is a price worth paying for slowing cultural change.
Step three: acknowledge that there are legitimate anxieties and concerns

Migration liberals repel people that they could engage when they seem to dismiss concerns about immigration as either ill-informed or motivated by prejudice. Doing so risks giving the impression that they don’t wish to engage in a conversation with someone who doesn’t already agree with their view; or that they dismiss those people’s deeply-felt concerns as illegitimate.

Engaging people effectively does not mean endorsing mistaken views and misconceptions. But it will usually be more effective to acknowledge what is legitimate and valid about people’s concerns – that jobs and opportunities for young people are an important issue, for example, or that there is a need to manage local pressures on housing and school places – rather than appearing to dismiss this by highlighting evidence that it is not linked to migration. That may in turn get a hearing for an approach which addresses the concern constructively: that we should invest, for example, in apprenticeships and opportunities to develop skills here, while also welcoming those with skills we need.

Doing so is not a quick or an easy strategy, but there can be rewards at the end of it. Those seeking policy change on some of the tougher issues for the refugee and asylum sector – such as the detention of asylum seekers or destitution among those refused asylum but unable to return home – will struggle to get a public hearing unless they first engage with concerns about fixing the system.

They may find some interesting parallels in a different debate, which took place on both sides of the Atlantic with very different results, around regularisation of migrants. Campaigners in the US have achieved a two-thirds majority in support of regularisation, through a ‘reach the centre’ strategy to build a moderate majority coalition. Campaigners in Britain brought together an impressive coalition of their own in 2010 to make a similar proposal. Yet it fell
down because of a failure to address the core public issue of mistrust in our ability to control our borders. People thought we would be granting amnesties every other year. The strategy mobilised liberal support very effectively but, without reaching the centre to build a broader coalition, it floundered.

There may also be lessons from the successful campaign to end the detention of child asylum seekers: an emotionally-engaging issue that secured the backing of the Liberal Democrats in government and which the Conservative half of the coalition saw no reason to block.

**Step four: bring out the personal everyday lives behind the statistics**

There are seven and a half million examples of the everyday contributions which people born abroad are making to British society. Most are neither villains, nor paragons of virtue, just people with the ambition to build a better life for themselves and their families.

While many people are worried about the pace of migration, and want practical steps taken to make migration work fairly, only a minority could accurately be described as anti-migrant. Most anxieties about immigration are tempered by a commitment to fairness – that Britain should welcome those who come to contribute positively.

When British Future asked people – in December 2013, just before Romanian and Bulgarian EU migrants gained the right to work in the UK – what they thought of Polish migrants who had come to Britain, a majority described the Poles as hard-working contributors who don’t cause any trouble. In research groups in Southampton, while people expressed fears about new EU migrants coming from Romania, at the same time they spoke warmly about the Poles who were already living in their communities. Numerous academic studies show that increased contact with migrants weakens anti-immigration sentiment in the public.
More people trust a long-term migrant to talk about immigration than they do any of the leading politicians, according to new polling by ICM for British Future. So migrants themselves should be among the most important advocates – not just regarding what migrants can bring to Britain, but also about how we can work together to make migration work fairly for everyone.

According to Migrant Voice, an organisation that aims to project the voices of migrants in the immigration debate, this happens all too infrequently: “The debate on migration takes place largely within the media, yet migrants themselves are all too often subject to a ‘code of silence’”. Its 2014 report, *Migrants invisible in UK media*, examined the frequency with which migrants are quoted in national media stories about immigration. It concludes “...when migrant voices were included in stories it added greater credibility and more depth to the articles. We recommend media outlets make an effort to interview migrants for stories that affect them or are about them.”

**HOW TO BRING OUT THE REAL-LIFE STORIES OF CONTRIBUTION AND INTEGRATION – THE REFUGEE JUBILEE STREET PARTY**

Coming together, to participate in events that are deeply symbolic of a shared identity, can have a powerful integrative effect, including on the opinions of those who are more sceptical about immigration and integration.

British Future researched audience reactions to 2012 news footage of a Diamond Jubilee street party involving new Britons who came to this country as refugees. A split-sample poll showed that those who saw the film showed a markedly more positive response, with attitudes moving 12–15 per cent on core issues such as whether Britain had developed a confident sense of identity that people could share and whether refugees to Britain were grateful for the opportunities they received.

Interestingly, the film also shifted perceptions positively on issues which were not addressed, such as whether migrants placed a burden on public services.
Step five: unlock the future

If this all sounds very difficult for migration liberals, there is some good news for them too. Demographics are on their side. Young people have more positive views on race, on immigration and on the changes that have happened in modern Britain. Some of the changes to Britain that seem radical to their grandparents will not have seemed like changes at all to them: school classes made up of children from different races and of mixed race, some of whom speak English as a second language, for example.

A challenge for those who wish to secure support for the benefits of immigration, then, is to unlock the future and mobilise the support of the next generation of voters.

Ultimately, how liberals try to make their case will depend on what they hope to achieve.

Anybody who believes that national identity is inherently xenophobic, that borders are an illegitimate constraint on human freedom, or that any acknowledgement of immigration anxieties is simply ‘dog whistling’, is unlikely to have any viable route to winning those arguments with most of their fellow citizens. They can, of course, seek to build support over time for this more utopian project if they wish. But such views are unusual and niche among most Britons who are positive about immigration, let alone those who aren’t.

Migration liberals could find more common ground than they might anticipate with the public as a whole. Most, for example, would agree that the values and motives for treating migrants fairly apply similarly to wanting fair treatment for native British workers too.

One can also acknowledge that the approaches we take to Britain’s increasing diversity can make a big difference to whether a diverse
society works well or not – while still maintaining that migrant contributions have enriched British culture over the decades.

There may often be public sympathy for individuals trapped and sometimes lost by a dysfunctional system – a refused asylum seeker whose home country is acknowledged to be unsafe, or an ambitious and well-integrated student whose family are being asked to leave – but combined with a belief that we do need rules, and a system that will uphold them fairly and humanely.

The challenge for liberals is to understand that people want a conversation about how we manage migration – not a lecture about why they were wrong. They can still be right on the facts, as long as they realise that engaging people effectively in a conversation about immigration might well involve a bit more give and take than that.

**PRO-MIGRATION BUSINESS VOICES NEED TO LEARN A DIFFERENT LANGUAGE**

The majority of the British population believes that overall migration damages, rather than helps, economic growth – despite credible economic data showing that overall migration benefits the UK economy.

Perhaps it is not surprising that many still feel that immigration is an economic burden rather than a benefit when headline numbers do not reflect the dynamic impacts of immigration on different sectors, individuals and families.

Many economic arguments made by those favouring a liberal approach and open, flexible labour markets, simply do not connect with the people they are trying to persuade. They may work when discussing the economics of migration with civil servants and expert audiences; but their influence on the broader public opinion that drives much of politics and policy is less effective.
Our own research finds that talk of increased GDP, and other macroeconomic data about the positive effect of large-scale migration on economic growth, is often utterly intangible and even alienating to the wider public. In fact, after hearing some of these dry economic arguments we have found that mainstream audiences are sometimes more, not less concerned about immigration! Aggregate statistics aren’t helpful and can actually be harmful, because they do not reflect people’s real lives – which are not lived in the aggregate.

The task for “pro-migration” liberals is to understand that they must think and sound different if they want to connect with people who live their lives outside of the boardroom or lecture theatre. They need arguments that connect with people who feel anxious about the economic effects of immigration on themselves, their families, their jobs and their towns and cities. It’s great to have good economic arguments, but they need to be communicated to people who aren’t economists.

Our research finds that public opinion is nuanced, for example, when comparing the benefits of skilled and unskilled migration; and that two-thirds of the public will support messages welcoming migrants who come to Britain to contribute – by working hard, paying their taxes and learning English.

Those who want to make an effective case for the economic benefits of migration have little awareness, at present, of arguments that connect with a sceptical public. What should they do to make their interventions in the debate more effective?

• Priority should be given to finding messages on economic contribution that persuade sceptical audiences while mobilising supporters.

• Attention should also be paid to their choice of messengers: suited metropolitans telling people it’s all ok, when the felt experience of many people is quite different, looks unlikely to move the conversation forward.

Effective public messages, delivered by well-chosen messengers, have the potential to unlock untapped public support and make a more significant impact on public and political debate.
3. WHEN TALKING ISN’T ENOUGH: WHY MIGRATION SCEPTICS STRUGGLE WITH PUBLIC OPINION TOO

Migration sceptics need little help talking about immigration. They know what they have to say and say it as loudly and as often as they can – often while asserting that others would rather they didn’t say anything at all.

They offer a clear ‘them and us’ story about immigration as a problem – about numbers, pressure on resources, discomfort at cultural change. They bemoan the political elites who have let the people down by failing to acknowledge and address the problems, or even by denying them a debate at all. If they are confident of one thing, migration sceptics stake a claim to speak for the people – sure that they are popular tribunes of the ‘them and us’ case.

Yet the public politics of migration scepticism are rather more difficult than this apparent public confidence might suggest.

Undoubtedly, migration sceptics can make a strong claim to have done much of the running in the immigration debate over the last decade, reframing media debates and influencing political responses too. But they face a new challenge now. Having done much to articulate the problems and pressures, maintaining their influence will depend on being able to meet the next test: staking a credible claim to provide workable answers too.

Being ‘allowed’ to talk about immigration is one thing. But can migration sceptics show that they have the answers when they’re asked what they would do about it?
WHO ARE THE MIGRATION SCEPTICS?

It is important to acknowledge that ‘migration sceptic’ is a broad-brush term, covering many different varieties and strands. The focus here is on identifying the challenges in both policy and politics for those public advocates who would, overall, propose a significantly more restrictionist approach to immigration than that of Theresa May, David Cameron and the current UK government: those for whom, for example, meeting the government’s net migration target of ‘tens of thousands’ would be nowhere near enough.

The most prominent examples include the pressure groups Migration Watch and Population Matters, together with the Balanced Migration Group of parliamentarians. Another strand of migration scepticism has been reflected in the rise of UKIP, a party whose founding mission is to leave the European Union, while increasingly giving at least as much prominence to campaigning on immigration. Labour peer Maurice Glasman, seeking to construct a socially conservative ‘blue Labour’ political agenda, has advocated a migration scepticism from the left.

This chapter is concerned, however, only with migration sceptic voices which make significant contributions to mainstream political and policy debates. Extreme fringe groups like the BNP or the EDL are, of course, entirely opposed to immigration. But their demonstrably toxic reputation with the vast majority of the public will always limit their reach to a small slice of rejectionist opinion.

Here we are interested in the future challenges for the more sceptical end of the mainstream public migration debate, to show why constructing a principled and workable policy agenda – and one which can secure public confidence and support – may not necessarily prove any easier for migration sceptics than it is for migration liberals.

That is because there are three big headaches for migration sceptics: numbers; an effective policy agenda; and the politics of public consent.
THE NUMBERS HEADACHE

The first headache for migration sceptics is numbers. This may seem counter-intuitive: migration sceptics like to talk about numbers, emphasising the scale of migration and the need to reduce it, while their opponents talk about wanting to move beyond a ‘numbers game’.

Migration sceptics take a range of different views on what numbers to focus on – whether to target immigration, or net migration, or whether the real issue is the overall size of the population and what the desired level should be. All agree, however, that whatever it is, it should be much lower than at present. Most would regard even reducing net migration to 100,000 as just a down payment on a more ambitious agenda.

“Migration sceptics now face a big numbers headache of their own: how could they persuade a government that is missing its current target to set a much tougher one?”

The pressure group Population Matters changed its name from the “Optimum Population Trust”. People, naturally, tended to ask what they thought the optimum population of the UK should be. Their answer – that Britain will remain overpopulated until the population is reduced back down to the level it was in the 1800s of 20 million13 (from the current level of 64 million) – sounded alarming to most, even if the plan was a gradualist one, aiming to reduce the population by 2.5 per cent every year, through net emigration and reduced birth rates.
Migration Watch have a considerably more moderate goal, aiming not at a drastic reduction in population, but campaigning on the slogan ‘no to 70 million’. They have advocated that this requires net migration to be an absolute maximum of 40,000 a year.

The Balanced Migration group expressed their similar, slightly tighter goal very concisely: “We believe that immigration should be brought down to the level of emigration”. Their aim is for net migration to be zero.

Whichever numbers they focus on, however, migration sceptics now face a big numbers headache of their own: How could they persuade a government that is missing its current target to set a much tougher one?

The answer, one would expect, is to be found in their policy solutions. Which brings us on to their second headache.

**POLICY – AND WORKABLE SOLUTIONS**

Clearly, groups who want much lower levels of migration need a plan setting out how to get there.

This might start with proposals for how a government that wanted net migration close to zero would cut legal migration to help meet that target. It is hard to see what workable and principled policies, which would still retain public support, have not currently been adopted.

The Balanced Migration group acknowledged the challenge when net migration figures reached 212,000 in May 2014, more than double the target of ‘tens of thousands’. Their full statement read:

“These new figures illustrate the difficulty of getting immigration down as the British public most certainly want. They also confirm the need for a target as a focus for government policy. Without the target, net migration today would have been much higher. However, no useful target can be achieved without a major increase in resources devoted to defending our borders.”
Resources to defend the borders could deal with illegal migration. It is difficult, however, to see how this would help to reduce legal migration by 200,000 a year.

This highlights an unusual feature of the immigration debate. If there was a ‘Balanced Budget’ group of parliamentarians, the first thing they would expect to be asked for would be the plans to achieve their goal: the spending cuts, the tax rises and other policies. There is no good reason why a ‘Balanced Migration’ group should face different treatment. A useful ‘normalisation’ of the immigration debate would be for advocates of significant cuts to immigration numbers to routinely be asked ‘how?’ so that policymakers, politicians and the public could consider the trade-offs involved.

Another big policy gap for migration sceptics is on integration. Lord Ashcroft\textsuperscript{16} reported that the ‘Anxious Middle’ public audience “were frustrated at what they saw as the lack of positive solutions to the problem” from sceptical advocates. Immigration sceptics have talked predominantly about letting fewer people in and said much less about how they would seek to improve the integration of those migrants who are already here. UKIP proposed an immigration moratorium, in effect a ban on settlement and citizenship for five years. Such a policy would be more likely to impede integration than to encourage it.

This unwillingness to address the question of integration puts migration sceptics on the wrong side of public opinion. As our research has found, a majority of the public prefer it when migrants stay and integrate, rather than staying for a short time without integrating, then return home. This is just one aspect of a bigger problem for migration sceptics, however, as we examine below.
EU FREE MOVEMENT AND POST-BREXIT IMMIGRATION POLICY

Any public voice advocating net migration in the range of zero to 50,000 has to propose withdrawal from the EU. It is surprising that groups like Migration Watch and the Balanced Migration Group have resisted this conclusion so far.

The debate about the reform of EU free movement is an important one. It is likely to be at the centre of debates about immigration.

A range of reform ideas are being discussed, from new transitional rules for future EU accession countries to rules on welfare access and stronger cooperation on criminal justice measures. It is possible that the British government will seek to negotiate some kind of ceiling or ‘emergency brake’, which would apply to unusually large flows, but few serious observers see any prospect of a work permits system being introduced for EU workers.

No plausible renegotiation strategy is being mooted which could possibly deliver levels of net migration in the range of net zero to 50,000, within the next parliament, while Britain remains within the EU.

However, if quitting the EU is a necessary part of such a plan, it is far from clear that it would be a sufficient one. Leaving Europe is only half of an exit strategy. The question of what economic and migration arrangements the UK would need are yet to be answered. As former cabinet minister Owen Paterson told a ConservativeHome/British Future fringe meeting this Autumn, the populations of Australia and Switzerland, the two countries most often held up as examples of tough immigration policy, have a higher proportion of migrants than the UK.

The question of post-Brexit ‘renegotiation’ – with both the EU and with non-EU countries – will be something that ‘out’ voices need to answer.
THE THIRD PROBLEM FOR MIGRATION SCEPTICISM IS PUBLIC OPINION

This may seem an unlikely claim, given how confident sceptics are that they speak for the public. Yet public opinion places constraints on the options for sceptics too. While most people support a reduction in immigration numbers, it is less clear that they would continue to support policies that would achieve this when offered a trade-off.

The largest flow of non-EU migrants included in the immigration statistics, for example, is international students. Research by Universities UK and British Future found that six in ten people say the government should not reduce international student numbers, even if it limits their ability to cut immigration numbers overall. Only 22 per cent support a reduction in student numbers.

Asked which types of immigration we should place tougher restrictions on, most say unskilled migration from outside the EU – a category that is already restricted to close to zero – as well as unskilled EU migration, part of a bigger issue about Britain’s place in Europe. They also mention illegal immigration, reflecting a widely-held view that we need to fix the system to get more control over Britain’s borders.

It would appear to be very difficult to propose a plan to cut net migration to zero without cutting significant amounts of relatively popular immigration. This may explain why migration sceptics have been reluctant to put one forward.

In the real world, reducing the numbers involves a paradox. The only clear way to address public anxiety about immigration levels is by cutting the forms of immigration about which people are not anxious.

The problem, then, looks less like a systematic betrayal of the public by the political class, and more like a public disagreement about what to do.
WHERE NEXT FOR THE MIGRATION SCEPTICS?
Perhaps there will be a fork in the road among migration sceptics. Some more moderate migration sceptics – who could be termed ‘mainstream restrictionists’ – may argue that Theresa May and David Cameron have already made all or most of the feasible, real-world policy changes that they can. They might defend an unsuccessful effort to get net migration down a bit, if not close to 100,000. Some in this group also support EU membership, including the principle of free movement, while seeking what the writer David Goodhart calls ‘tweaks, qualifications and exemptions’.18

“Proposing targets and promises that can’t be kept is politically unattractive, and more likely to erode public trust than to restore it.”

Migration sceptics who believe that the current government could have cut immigration much more need to tell us how they would do it. Clearly, leaving the European Union would certainly be a necessary, if insufficient, part of such a plan. But nobody could yet claim to have produced a credible plan for UK migration policy were we to leave the EU, still less any estimate of what levels would be possible. To date, no migration sceptic group has provided anything resembling a credible plan to reduce net migration levels towards zero, or even to hit the missed 100,000 target.

This leaves migration sceptics with a difficult choice. Accepting that levels of immigration will remain high would be an admission of defeat. But proposing targets and promises that can’t be kept is politically unattractive, and more likely to erode public trust than to restore it.
‘What is the point in a net migration target that the government cannot meet?’ a new Migration Watch briefing mused in July 2014. The modest appeal was for a future government to ‘retain a net migration target of some kind’ to provide a focus for policy, while accepting that ‘it may be that the target will have to be refined and relate to just those parts that the government can control, non-EU for example’. That would look like a more sensible way for the government to make promises it can keep.

Experience may be turning migration sceptics into pragmatists. That might require them not only to talk about cutting immigration – but also to join the debate about how we can manage migration to make it work.
4. HOW TO TALK ABOUT IMMIGRATION WITHOUT BEING RACIST

It isn’t racist to talk about immigration – as long as you talk about it without being racist.

Should it really be so much more complicated than that?

The relationship between race and immigration has always been a fraught one. We have started to separate debates about immigration from race relations in British society but that process remains incomplete.

There have long been two competing claims about what the central problem is when it comes to race and immigration. For some, it is the problem of not being able to talk openly about immigration without being called racist. For others, it is the problem posed by those seeking to use the immigration debate as a vehicle for prejudice – so that we risk letting racism back in through the back door.

Each of those fears can mobilise its own distinct constituency at opposing poles of the debate. Yet most people do see some validity in each concern. Many think that politicians were too slow to respond to public concerns about the impact of immigration. But they are also pleased that our social norms against racism are considerably stronger than they were thirty or forty years ago.

While it is important to acknowledge that racism certainly still exists in our society, in the Britain of 2014 it should, nevertheless, be increasingly possible to achieve what most people want: an open and honest debate about immigration which does keep racism and prejudice out. Doing so depends on securing a broad consensus on the following common sense points:
Firstly, that most public concern about immigration isn’t racist – but that some of it is, and that it is important to isolate and marginalise those whose motive is to bring toxic and prejudiced views into the debate.

Secondly, that engaging constructively with legitimate concerns about immigration is an essential foundation for protecting our majority social norms against racism.

Thirdly, that the way we talk about and manage immigration in the Britain of 2014 should now make sense to Britons of every colour and creed.

If we can do that, we can secure a valuable prize. Being able to effectively separate immigration and race is important not only in order to debate immigration more confidently, but also to ensure that we continue to talk about racism and prejudice, discrimination and opportunity in our diverse society.

RACE AND IMMIGRATION: THE LONG SHADOW

Race used to be much more central to the debate about immigration. When the government first introduced Commonwealth immigration controls, half a century ago, the measures had a racial motive. Rab Butler’s memorandum to his cabinet colleagues explained that the measures would be presented as colour-blind though they were “intended to and would in fact operate on coloured people almost exclusively”.19

Enoch Powell’s infamous 1968 rivers of blood speech polarised the immigration debate, helping to keep race central to it for the decades that followed. The claim that mainstream politicians stayed away from immigration is largely mythological, as evidenced by the restrictive legislation passed in 1968, 1971, 1981 and with increasing frequency
since. Powell’s legacy, however, included the entrenchment of liberal discomfort in engaging with public sentiment on immigration, and discouraged serious conservative engagement with integration, which he declared to be impossible. These were both setbacks for a necessary debate about how to make the reality of our multi-ethnic society work.20

Conservative MEP Daniel Hannan has described this historical legacy of race and immigration well. People were too sceptical, he argues, about the possibility of having a rational and non-racist debate about immigration, but he acknowledges that there were two sides to that story. ‘There was a reason people thought this way. They were reacting against hard, brutal racism of a kind that has become mercifully rare: fellow citizens being denied jobs for which they were qualified, turned away as tenants, called foul names, even physically attacked. These things still happen, of course, but their rarity now makes them shocking. The casual racism of the 1970s and early 1980s is today almost unthinkable.’21

It was only perhaps the large-scale Eastern European and Polish migration after 2004 – the largest migration flow in British history and one of white, Christian Europeans – which finally helped to put more distance between immigration and race. Yet the debate about the extent to which views on race drive attitudes towards immigration remains contested. What does the evidence show?

HOW FAR DOES RACISM DRIVE IMMIGRATION ATTITUDES TODAY?

There is a broad consensus that Britain is a significantly less racist society today, a view also held by most ethnic minority Britons.22 In 1993, 44 per cent of Britons said they would be uncomfortable were their children to marry across ethnic lines. Today, inter-ethnic marriage concerns just 15 per cent of Britons, falling to just 5 per cent of those under 24. The attitudes data shows an especially sharp collapse in levels of prejudice across the generations.
That does not mean racism has disappeared. The racist rump that overtly supports prejudice may be an ageing and shrinking group, but it remains a sizeable minority. One in ten of our fellow citizens expresses support for biological racism and different levels of intelligence between the races, and still denies that non-white Britons can be equally British. As we have seen, a broader group can be fairly described as holding xenophobic and anti-migrant views. That such a sizeable minority – up to one in four people – take a ‘shut the border’ view, even extending to ‘send them all back’, shows there is more work needed to tackle and challenge prejudiced views. But these views do not represent what most people think.

“Overall, a majority of Britons could fairly be described as having “pro-migrant” views.”

The British Social Attitudes survey\textsuperscript{23} ran a split sample experiment so that different respondents were asked about migrants from different backgrounds. Sixty-three per cent said that professional migrants from countries like Poland coming to fill jobs was good for Britain. Twenty-four per cent said they were bad for Britain (a ‘net positive’ score of +39\%). For ‘professional migrants from Muslim countries like Pakistan’, people thought they were good for Britain by 61 per cent to 22 per cent (also net positive +39 per cent). Most people felt that unskilled migrants, whether they came from Eastern Europe or from Pakistan, were bad for Britain. On student immigration, there were clear majorities for welcoming students with good grades, whether from East Asia, Western Europe, Eastern Europe or from Pakistan. Students from all of these backgrounds ‘with bad grades’ were seen as bad for Britain by 70–75 per cent of respondents.
We can see that most Britons take a broadly colour-blind, pragmatic approach to economic and student migration, where skills and capabilities trump ethnic or cultural background, though the same research found that cultural preferences play more of a role in views about family reunion. Overall, a majority of Britons could fairly be described as having “pro-migrant” views. They hold concerns about the scale and pace of migration but are positive about migrants themselves, actively welcoming those who contribute positively, and are committed to keeping prejudice out of the immigration debate.

The moderate majority in Britain today holds liberal views on race, and rejects the views of a prejudiced minority. Academic Rob Ford, who leads the British Social Attitudes research module on immigration,\(^{24}\) says:

*‘There is certainly some racism and prejudice in the immigration debate, but it simply does not fit the evidence to claim that most concern about immigration is rooted in prejudice.’* This is not to say that racism, and racists, have been consigned to our history. They have not, and there remains a need for vigilance and a need to challenge those who express racist views. It is also about more than just words: prejudice can and does exist in unvoiced forms, such as discrimination by employers. Structural discrimination needs more attention – it is, however, beyond the scope of this pamphlet, which is primarily concerned with immigration discourse.

**HOW TO PROTECT ANTI-PREJUDICE NORMS: WHY MAJORITY SUPPORT MATTERS**

There is good evidence that the median citizen, in the Britain of 2014, is a pretty decent judge of what constitutes racism and prejudice. So an important core test can be set: those who want to challenge examples of racism and prejudice should be able to take most people with them. An argument which appeals only to a liberal niche cannot be said to be successfully protecting a broad social norm. This is important: entrenching anti-racism and anti-prejudice norms, so that
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racist views are seen by most people as abnormal rather than merely niche or disagreeable, is key to ensuring that they are kept out of public discourse.

This is not to argue that nothing can be done without majority support. Norms can shift over time, to cover more behaviours and groups. Anti-prejudice campaigners will want, for example, to highlight the role that subconscious prejudice can play. But it is important to do this by engaging with people, not shouting them down.

Importantly, it does not make sense to ‘call out’ something as racist when it is not, consensually, seen as racist. Choosing to polarise debates about racism from a minority position will damage anti-prejudice norms if campaigners develop a reputation for making unfounded charges, which close down legitimate and necessary debates. By contrast, anti-prejudice norms are reinforced if reasonable anxieties are engaged and people are offered constructive solutions, especially those that can bring people together.

So, what is a legitimate anxiety? And how can it be differentiated from an attempt to pursue a prejudiced grievance?

Probably the best test of a legitimate anxiety is whether somebody is interested in a constructive solution to address it. Those asking questions like ‘are there fair opportunities for people like me?’, ‘how are we handling the pressures locally?’ or ‘will Britain still be a shared society, not a segregated one?’ are looking for answers. The conversation ‘what should we do now?’ will engage them. It is of little interest, however, to the tiny minority who are emotionally invested in everything going wrong, to verify their conspiracy and betrayal thesis, and prove that the whole ‘experiment’ of Britain as a multi-ethnic society was bound to fail.

The debate about UKIP and racism

The 2014 European Election campaign offered a prominent case study of how not to talk about immigration and race, with a noisy and polarised debate about the UKIP campaign.
Initially, UKIP came under heavy fire from critics in the media and other campaigners, with its anti-immigration posters lambasted as ‘racist’ and the party itself labeled as a ‘racist party’ or the ‘BNP in blazers’.

Attitudes surveys clearly demonstrated that these attacks failed to persuade.

The claim that UKIP has ‘racist views and many racist members’ did make sense to one in four people (27 per cent). It was popular with those who would never have touched UKIP with a bargepole. It carried little weight, however, with those who might have been thinking about supporting the party. UKIP sympathisers were much more likely to be in the group (26 per cent) who saw such attacks as proof that the party was on the right track – that its more controversial candidates were just saying the things ordinary people think.

The middle-ground opinion was that the party did need to do more to clean up its act – that the party was not racist but “does seem to attract some candidates or supporters with racist, extreme or odd views”. Sixty per cent rejected the idea that UKIP’s posters were racist, however. People were much more likely to think the media coverage was biased against UKIP (47 per cent) than that the coverage was fair (20 per cent) or that UKIP benefitted from media bias in their favour (13 per cent).

If UKIP was helped more than they were harmed by attacks them from their critics, it suffered more self-inflicted damage from the statements of it’s own candidates.

The failure to vet candidates properly led to a constant stream of extreme comments, which damaged the party’s reputation. What particularly hurt UKIP were comments by its own leader, Nigel Farage, about Romanian migrants. It was The Sun, rather than The Guardian, which called him out on it most effectively:

‘It is not racist to worry about the impact of millions of migrants on Britain. It is racist to smear Romanians for being Romanian.’

25 Attitudes surveys
26 ‘It is not racist to worry about the impact of millions of migrants on Britain. It is racist to smear Romanians for being Romanian.’
This was a good example of how messengers matter too. There was a much broader chorus of criticism, well beyond the ‘usual suspects’, once Farage did cross the line protecting a majority norm.

There were lessons here for both sides.

Those seeking to challenge xenophobia in UKIP needed to show much more discrimination themselves. It was not credible to try to treat UKIP as a toxic and racist party. A more effective challenge would welcome the fact that Nigel Farage does not want to lead a toxic party – and to make UKIP’s willingness to police its boundary against extreme candidates and language an important test of his leadership and credibility.

Those seeking to challenge xenophobia in UKIP needed to show much more discrimination themselves.

For UKIP, the campaign showed that, instead of just complaining about attacks on the party, they needed to accept the responsibility to clean up their act. The party’s new immigration spokesman Steven Woolfe seemed to acknowledge this, in taking up the role in July 2014. “It is important for me that we don’t stigmatise or give the impression that we are attacking individual nationalities”, he said, arguing that while the party would campaign against EU free movement “we must be accepting of people coming here.”

UKIP’s first MP, Douglas Carswell, issued a similar challenge to the party in his acceptance speech, saying that “we must be a party for all Britain and all Britons: first and second generation as much as every other”. That clearly isn’t how ethnic minority voters have seen the party so far, which may explain why its support is 99.4 per cent white.
How far those lessons can be kept in mind during the heat of a general election remains to be seen. But effective challenges to prejudice in the immigration debate should always be clear that it is important to have the debate, without prejudice, while keeping racism out of it.

**WHY WE NEED TO TALK ABOUT RACE TOO**

There may be one final twist in the tail for our difficulty in separating out how we talk about immigration and race. A consistent feature of British Future’s deliberative research, across issues of identity, immigration and integration, is the anxiety that many people now feel about talking about race at all.

It is striking how often, in our mixed research groups, white participants wait for non-white participants to raise more challenging issues around integration, before they feel able to contribute to the discussion.

Very occasionally, people did make prejudiced comments, particularly about Roma migrants, or specific minority groups. Much more common, however, are people looking for common ground, clearly committed to anti-racist norms, yet unsure that they have the vocabulary to talk confidently about how we live together. Is it OK to talk about feeling unsettled about the pace of change? How do you talk about those from a different ethnic or faith group if you want to make a point about the value of bringing people from different backgrounds together?

There is a direct challenge here for migration liberals if they genuinely wish to engage in a conversation with people who do not already agree with them. Those who preface comments about immigration with “I’m not racist, but…” have become a much-derided stereotype among those advocating for the benefits of immigration, with an expectation that this will immediately be followed by evidence of their prejudiced views. Our experience is that most people are quite
genuine when they say this. It is an expression of the difficulty with which they are attempting to navigate issues of immigration and race. A better response would be to engage and offer help.

As Drew Westen has said of his research into attitudes to demographic change in the United States, when people feel ambivalence about a topic, it is important to find ways to make sure that people can articulate and address that:

“Avoid avoidance. Talk openly about race and ethnicity because people’s better angels are their conscious values.”

People are gradually becoming more confident that we can talk openly about immigration. Perhaps, in an increasingly diverse, less-racist-but-anxious Britain, we will have some further work to do if we are all to learn how we can talk about race too.
5. WHY INTEGRATION MATTERS: HOW TO MAKE THE ‘NEW US’ WORK

Over the last decade it has become increasingly clear that the debates about immigration and integration are quite different. The current immigration debate is largely concerned with migration from within the EU and people who have arrived relatively recently from Eastern Europe; while issues of integration have tended to focus on communities that have long resided in the UK.

They are linked in people’s minds all the same. For many of those whose anxiety about immigration is based on its perceived impact on our culture, when they talk about immigration they are referring to the mosque down the road or the young people from different backgrounds in the nearby big city. As often as not, the people they mean were born and bred here.

Integration matters to people’s attitudes to immigration because their confidence in how we handle integration now affects how they think we will handle immigration in the future. But people with quite different views on immigration can often find common ground on questions of integration and how we can make it work.

Immigration is the act of moving from one country to another, and so of choosing to join a new society. At the heart of making immigration work is this profoundly important question about identity and belonging: how do people become ‘one of us’?

People who come from different starting points on immigration can often find more common ground over integration. It is important that they do: immigration debates are about both economics and identity but, ultimately, cultural questions – about who we are and how we live together – are usually trumps.

What we feel about change is highly subjective. If you find change deeply unsettling, you will always struggle to persuade somebody
who embraces change of your point of view, or vice versa. But we should still be able to agree that we do have a joint responsibility to make our shared society work. Only a fringe minority would still now disagree that the diversity of modern Britain is a settled and irreversible fact. Most of us think it is important to identify how our common citizenship should work, if we want a shared society, not a divided, polarised and segregated one.

Integration is partly a question of what we expect from migrants. It concerns their responsibilities and what reciprocal rights they can expect, in return, from the society they join. But integration is not only a question for migrants, or for their children and grandchildren to navigate as first, second or third generation Britons. These have to be debates about what identity and belonging mean for all of us if we are all going to have a voice and a stake in how we make the ‘new us’ work.

**IS THE CLUB OPEN OR CLOSED TO NEW MEMBERS?**

Can people become ‘us’? How open is our national community to newcomers who might seek to join it? Different countries answer that question in different ways and this has a big impact on how they think about both immigration and integration.

Many people in Japan struggle with the idea that somebody could become Japanese. So the idea of being more open to immigration remains a largely taboo subject, no matter how stark the demographic projections have become. At the other end of the spectrum, countries like Canada and the United States have made an idea of themselves, as ‘nations of immigrants’, part of their national story. For a long time, continental European societies hoped to insulate the economics of migration from questions of identity and belonging, by giving ‘guest
workers’ the right to work while keeping them outside the national community. But Germany has sought to move decisively away from this gastarbeiter model, offering citizenship and valuing integration instead. ‘We wanted workers, we got people instead’, as the playwright Max Frisch famously put it.

Britain did enable migrants to become British. Indeed, the first post-war migrants who arrived on the Windrush were confident that they were British before they arrived, only to find that some of their fellow citizens weren’t quite so sure about that. Over the following decades, the argument – for a civic, rather than ethnic, definition of Britishness – was contested but decisively won.

Yet integration remained historically undervalued on both sides of the migration debate. Pro-migration liberals celebrated cultural diversity, and worried that integration might be code for excessive pressure to assimilate, despite a significant liberal shift in British society. Meanwhile, migration sceptics paid little attention to integration either. Perhaps this reflected their dominant concern to keep the numbers down. Encouraging migrants to stay, settle and contribute may have seemed at odds with that. It was also an unfortunate legacy of Powellism that some of those anxious about migration, who might well have set out why integration mattered, too often put forward a highly pessimistic argument that it was simply impossible.

How to join the club
For many Britons, the concept of citizenship is a bit like membership of a club. To belong, one must abide by its rules. The ideas of fairness and contribution are also central for most people: putting something in before one can take something out. British Future’s deliberative research, exploring themes of identity, integration and citizenship, in several locations around the country – including Leeds, Farnham in Surrey and Eltham in South London – found that this informs and underpins a broad civic consensus on what makes integration work. There is close to universal agreement on the essential foundations of
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integration. Respect for the law, the ability to speak English, and the desire to contribute positively to society are widely seen as pretty self-evident common sense foundations.

Figure 10: Which of the following, if any, would you say are the most important for being British?

- Respect for people’s right to free speech 50%
- Respect for the law 46%
- Speaking English 41%
- Treating men and women equally 38%
- Respect for all ethnic backgrounds 29%
- Respect for all faiths 26%
- Being born here 26%
- Voting in elections 21%
- Being Christian 7%
- Being white 6%
- Other 1%
- Nothing 3%
- Don’t know 5%

Respect for freedom of speech, even when you disagree, has a good claim to be the foundation stone, and was placed top by the public in an Ipsos-Mori poll for British Future, when asked to identify the most important attributes of being British.
ii) Fairness and reciprocity
Those foundations clearly unlock a broadly held reciprocal commitment to fair treatment: that those who do play by the rules deserve to be treated as members of the British club with equal status.

HOW THE CLUB WELCOMES CONTRIBUTORS AS EQUAL MEMBERS

Contribution and benefits – what people ‘put in’ to Britain and what they take out – are the public’s primary concerns about immigration. Yet there is an equally strong commitment to fairness: that those who do contribute must be accepted as full and equal members of the club.

The British Social Attitudes evidence survey asked respondents how long it should take before migrants have ‘full and equal access’ to the full range of services and benefits in Britain (which is to set the bar fairly high).

Just 1 per cent say ‘never’, proposing to permanently shut migrants out of the citizenship and welfare club.

A small proportion believe that a qualifying period for full and equal access should be five years: 25 per cent proposed this as the right approach for non-EU migrants, and just 18 per cent for EU migrants. Most respondents favoured a two to three year period. Clear majorities favoured full and equal access for both non-EU and EU migrants within three years, with 37 per cent believing EU migrants should have full access either immediately or within one year.

Though EU rules make it difficult for government policy to reflect these intuitions, the BSA data does capture the broad and deep public consensus on how citizenship-migration should work. It usually takes five years to become a citizen. There is certainly no public appetite to extend that. Indeed, it is a longer period than most public intuitions would support.

So contribution matters. But the liberal argument, that ‘migrants pay more into the pot than they pay out’, though it seeks to address this concern about reciprocity, is not the ‘slam dunk’ answer to
immigration concerns that they imagine. That’s because ‘they are good for us’ is still, foundationally, a story of ‘them and us’, however benignly intended. The idea of net contribution on its own turns out to be a little too transactional and instrumental to resolve the broader issues of identity and belonging which migration also throws up.

iii) Symbols of belonging
The third level of integration is about emotional attachment to British identity, citizenship and symbols of identity. Though this is the most powerful proof of integration, it has also had a lower immediate priority – partly because of an understanding that this will take time to be authentic.

There was also a clear sense of the limits of what could be demanded. British citizens differ over issues like the monarchy or celebrating national saints’ days and the same choice must be open to new Britons too. A million British Muslims will wear a Remembrance poppy each November – a powerful symbol of integration – while some British citizens, Muslim and non-Muslim, will choose not to.32 What is important to citizenship is to know what the symbol means and to make an informed choice as a critical citizen.

In discussion groups on this theme, the idea of personal “choice” was quickly voiced to challenge the idea that people should be judged by whether they watch the same TV programmes and films, or which sporting teams they support.

To some extent, the research suggests that the public would like to ask new Britons to be idealised versions of the selves that they would like to be: patriotic and aware of our history; committed to their families; and hard-working while finding the time to volunteer too.

This links the question of integration of new Britons with the values and norms of citizenship for us all. Holding migrants to a different standard than the rest of us would clearly be unfair. But there is clearly some instrumental value in collective displays of belonging, such as those we saw around the 2012 Olympics and the Jubilee.
STATE OF THE NATION

What is the state of integration in Britain today? It depends where you live and where you look. If integration requires a national sense of the ‘new us’, it will need to happen locally, where people live, especially as there are quite distinct challenges in different local contexts.

In some places, notably northern mill towns like Blackburn and Oldham, there is now a long-standing, felt sense of entrenched segregation: the ‘parallel lives’ phenomenon described by Ted Cantle. Here, the challenge is to build or re-establish contact across group lines, in a sustained way, without top-down interventions exacerbating tensions further by creating new grievances. Promoting mixed school intakes is one natural area where we could seek to check and reverse this inheritance of the integration failures of previous generations. Devolving power and budgets to a micro-local level, in a way that requires cooperation across groups, has potential too.

In places where the pace of change has sped up, like Reading or Swindon, economic opportunity is often a key to people feeling that they can rub along together. But ensuring that resources do keep up with population, and that decisions about public services are made in a way that can be understood to be fair, will make a tangible contribution to that, alongside efforts to promote shared experiences that bring people together.

Some of the greatest anxieties are in places of considerably less change such as Norfolk and Grimsby, but where people clearly feel unsettled about diversity elsewhere with which they have little personal contact. Instead of writing-off this anxiety as misplaced or mistaken, it would be better to look at how the identity of the white majority has tended to be neglected in debates about integration and forging an inclusive identity.

Finally, several cities like Bristol and Glasgow, Manchester and London, have found a range of different ways to express a confidence about the role that diversity plays in their distinct civic identities. They
offer examples of how a sense of a ‘new us’ can be fostered, which needs to be now extended and shared more broadly in an era when Britain’s diversity is becoming a less urban phenomenon. This should be combined with vigilance about ensuring high diversity areas do not themselves retreat from the mixing, contact and common endeavours that helped them to develop that confidence in the first place.

“It is in the nature of integration that the everyday story of people getting along together tends to be invisible.”

It is important that policymakers focus on the challenges and the trouble spots, but this also skews the way that we talk about integration. When integration doesn’t work, it sticks out like a sore thumb. But it is in the nature of integration that the everyday story of people getting along together tends to be invisible.

Take the UKIP leader Nigel Farage’s claim that “In scores of our cities and market towns, this country, in a short space of time, has, frankly, become unrecognisable”. That will have chimed strongly with some people, but a much smaller minority than they might think. Far from an increasing sense that our society is unrecognisable, the last few years have seen people’s sense of both national and local belonging increase, as Bobby Duffy of Ipsos-Mori pointed out in a recent Demos report, ‘mapping integration’:

“Large, robust surveys show levels of belonging to neighbourhoods, local areas and Britain have all increased in recent years. For example, our sense of belonging to our neighbourhoods increased from 70 per cent to 78 per cent between 2003 and 2011 and belonging to Britain increased from 85 per cent to 89 per cent over the same period …
And it’s the same with perceptions of whether people from different backgrounds get on well together and whether people respect ethnic differences. Both of these measures see high levels of agreement, and each have been on the up, with, for example, 86 per cent agreeing that different backgrounds get on well together in 2011, and just about all ethnic groups showing an increase.”³³

If claims of a crisis of identity and belonging don’t stack up, there is certainly a broader sense of uncertainty and anxiety.

People think that British values matter. They think it’s important that they are taught in schools, by a margin of eight to one. That reflects uncertainty, rather than confidence. Only half of us think that most people have a pretty clear sense of British values, while 43 per cent disagree.³⁴ Ethnic minority Britons are more confident that most people have a shared sense of British values.

Somehow, we manage to have some highly polarised public debates about integration, even when there is much agreement on the content.

**WHAT IS IT THAT CAN BRING US TOGETHER?**

Most people agree both that we are a multi-ethnic society now, and that this should mean more attention to the ties that bind us together. To do that, we need to stop seeing integration as a ‘minorities’ question and realise that if identity matters to minorities, it matters to majorities too.

That means developing an approach to identity which goes beyond ‘them and us’ to develop a confident and civic approach to identity that we can share. Identity and Britishness need to be taken out of the seminar room and into the real world that people are living in day to day. We won’t develop a shared sense of identity by debating the contested concepts of policy experts and academics but by taking practical steps to create contact between people. People need to experience and participate in a confident and shared national identity if they are to truly feel it and believe it.
The commemoration of the centenary of the First World War, for example, will see almost everybody in the country engage with our history. It will come as a surprise to most people that over a million of the soldiers who fought were from empire and commonwealth countries like India and Kenya: that the multi-ethnic and multi-faith armies that fought the war look more like the Britain of 2014 than that of 1914. Our diverse society has more shared history than we think – and engaging with that history, in all of its complexity, helps the classrooms of modern Britain to understand how it shaped the society we are today.

Figure 11: “The British war effort included Empire and Commonwealth soldiers from countries including India and the West Indies, Australia and Canada. It is important for integration today that all of our children are taught about the shared history of a multi-ethnic Britain”

This story of shared contribution and sacrifice needs to be part of the mainstream narrative of the centenary if it is to effectively promote integration, however. Efforts to promote and increase integration need to bring people from different backgrounds and perspectives together on shared ground. At a grassroots level, community cohesion is
unlikely to be enhanced by a ‘multicultural festival’ that attracts only people with predominantly liberal, pro-immigration views. For the English, however, holding a St George’s Day parade – and making sure that everyone is invited and feels welcome – could be a powerful way to embed a shared sense of identity. A symbolic starting point would be to declare St George’s Day a bank holiday.

“For people in England, Englishness is increasingly a stronger cultural identity than Britishness.”

Those who feel angry that they are not allowed to celebrate their Englishness, as well as those who fear that Englishness will be an exclusive, oppositional identity, could all be reassured if greater effort was put into bringing people together on the national saint’s day, as already happens to a greater extent in Scotland.

The question of Englishness raises an additional point: that identity and integration debates feel unbalanced if they don’t refer to majority identities. For people in England, Englishness is increasingly a stronger cultural identity than Britishness. This has come about gradually over the last decade, as well as being brought into sharper focus through the Scottish independence referendum and the subsequent political challenge of “The English question”. Outside of St George’s Day, and outside of the football stadium, more attention needs to be paid to Englishness, what it means for people across England and how we can all own and celebrate an inclusive English identity.

IS MUSLIM INTEGRATION DIFFERENT?

‘Do British Muslims even want to integrate on similar terms that all of those other faiths thought were a pretty fair deal?’ wonders the viewer of the six o’clock news, as it crosses from a row over faith in
the Birmingham schools to British-born teenagers heading off to fight in Syria. ‘Will Britain ever just accept me for who I am, on equal terms with everyone else?’, asks the young British Muslim undergraduate, scanning the tabloid headlines as the latest controversy about halal meat in pizzas hits the front pages.

These difficult conversations are necessary ones for integration and shared citizenship. If questions of Muslim integration are often central to our integration debates, they may feel quite different to the two participants in the above conversation. Both voices might want the answer to be ‘yes’ – yet they might hear the other voice seeming to say ‘no’.

While these debates about the experience of second and third generation Britons are not really about immigration anymore, getting integration right is a crucial ‘deal-breaker’ issue for cultural sceptics on immigration.

INTEGRATION ANXieties

• Most people are conflicted: 63 per cent of Britons believe that ‘the vast majority of Muslims are good British citizens’, and only 12 per cent disagree; apparently contradicted by just 24 per cent who agree that ‘Muslims are compatible with the British way of life’ while 48 per cent disagree.37

• Fear and anxiety is much more mainstream: 50 per cent believe ‘there will be a clash of civilisations between British Muslims and native white Britons’ while only 26 per cent disagree. Small minorities predict a clash of civilisations between white Britons and either Hindus (12 per cent), Sikhs (13 per cent) or black Britons (20 per cent).38

• Most people believe there is more prejudice against Muslims than other minority groups: 54 per cent of all Britons say that Muslims face ‘a lot’ of prejudice (and 82 per cent recognise that Muslims do face prejudice); up to 30 per cent now perceive ‘a lot’ of prejudice
against blacks, Asians or East Europeans; while 1 in 10 believe there is a lot of prejudice against white Britons, with most saying there is ‘hardly any’.  

- Muslims feel more strongly British than any other faith or ethnic minority: when researchers asked 40,000 households how important being British was to them, every minority household scored more highly than the white population, with Pakistanis topping the list.  

- There is confidence about the integration of Muslims. Sixty-seven per cent of people say that the children of British Muslims are integrating well.  

The Anxious Middle is certainly very anxious about Muslim integration. And there is an anxious middle among British Muslim citizens too – with similar concerns about jobs and opportunities in Britain today, and worries about the impact on their children’s life chances if British Muslims face more prejudice than any other minority.  

These findings exemplify Sayeeda Warsi’s claim that anti-Muslim discourse can ‘pass the dinner table test’ in a way that discourse about other minorities would not. They suggest a contrast between a warmth towards fellow citizens who are Muslim – especially if we meet each other as classmates or parents, colleagues and friends – and anxiety about the group, especially likely to be perceived as a monolithic bloc making unreasonable demands by those who have little or no personal contact with British Muslims.  

Helping British Muslims to feel as much a part of British society as other ethnic and faith minorities, while getting the worried-but-not-prejudiced members of the mainstream non-Muslim public to a similar place, should be the top priority for those committed to inclusive citizenship and tackling prejudice in British society today.  

But that might mean shifting the approach to Muslim integration that we now have.
Firstly, we need to be tough on anti-Muslim prejudice without shutting down legitimate debate
Prejudice against Britain’s Muslim community undoubtedly exists and should be challenged. But it should still be possible to debate and critique cultural, political or theological claims that are made by some in the name of Islam, without being prejudiced against Muslims – as long as you keep prejudice out of the debate.

Shutting down reasonable critiques with unfair claims of ‘Islamophobia’ provides a space within which genuine prejudice can fester; it also reduces the potency of legitimate rebuttal when someone does overstep the mark and express prejudiced views against Muslims. Any successful anti-prejudice strategy should make clear the boundaries between prejudice and legitimate debate.

Secondly, more efforts need to reach the anxious mainstream majority, not just those who are already onside
Efforts to tackle anti-Muslim prejudice should not be directed at those already onside: young people, the better-educated and those who live in bigger cities or who have more personal contact with their Muslim fellow citizens. It is good to entrench that positive shift by engaging the next generation, but the kids are alright.

Anti-prejudice efforts need to reach more anxious audiences: not those with the most toxic anti-Muslim views but those ‘moderate majority’ citizens who are anxious about Muslim integration while holding benign views of other minorities. Effective anti-prejudice strategies should engage middle Britain and ‘middle Muslim Britain’ too, including by bringing about new contact between them. A joint jumble sale by the Women’s Institute and the local mosque might do more to work out how we live together than any number of post-graduate race relations seminars.
Thirdly, Muslim integration cannot be addressed in isolation; it is fundamentally a question of shared citizenship

While there are distinct challenges relating to Muslim integration and attitudes to British Muslims, tackling the issue in isolation is unlikely to be effective. One commentator responded to Rotherham by calling for a Royal Commission on Muslim integration: that would be precisely the wrong approach. The answer to the challenge of Muslim integration is to define the common ground of equal and shared citizenship across all groups and individuals in our society.

There is a clear analogy with debates about Catholic integration, over a much longer period. The IRA bombing campaign during the Troubles undoubtedly impacted on the Irish in Britain in the 1970s and 1980s. In 2014, British Muslims face similar questions. Another group may do so in thirty years time. The question of Muslim integration can not be for Muslims alone: it is up to all of us to find the common ground of shared citizenship that can bring people together.

We should sustain our strong commitment to freedom of religion and belief, combined with respect for the views of others. But there is public concern about those demands that don’t seem to be about ‘fairness’, but which instead seem to “carve out” demands or sound like an attempt to live in a different country within British society. Such demands will undermine the idea of a shared set of rules we all must observe. Faith schools have a legitimate role, as long as they commit to core values of citizenship and cohesion: those requirements must be equally applied across different faith backgrounds.

This broader context matters. It should reassure British Muslims about the dangers of being a special case; and it should reassure the wider British public too.
There is much scope for consensus on integration, an area that has been undervalued in the immigration debate. How we approach integration is a separate issue from choices about who we let in, and in what numbers. Where the two issues converge is at the end result: immigration will only work when integration works too.

Figure 12: “To belong to our shared society, everyone must speak our language, obey our laws and pay their taxes – so that everyone who plays by the rules counts as equally British, and should be able to reach their potential.”

“To belong to our shared society, everyone must speak our language, obey our laws and pay their taxes – so that everyone who plays by the rules counts as equally British, and should be able to reach their potential.”

In fact the integration deal that we recommend here has particularly broad appeal to the British public, with 83 per cent approval, and just 3 per cent opposition. Strikingly it appeals to 93 per cent of UKIP supporters, with just 3 per cent opposed – as well as to migration liberals and the Anxious Middle.

ICM’s new polling for British Future does shed new light on how the public deal with one of the potential trade-offs between immigration and integration. There is a plausible argument that reducing the pace of
change, where possible, offers more time and space to get integration right. What people don’t favour is an approach that favours short-term migration over settlement and citizenship. People would rather migrants integrated and became ‘one of us’ than that they merely worked here for a few years and then returned home.

Figure 13: Some migrants come to Britain to work for a few years and then return home; others make their lives here and settle in Britain. When migrants do come to Britain, which of the following options do you think is better?

The “Gastarbeiter” approach risks failing to turn the short-term challenges of managing immigration into the benefits of integration. Instead, it seems clear that a majority of the public believe that migration works best when we encourage migrants to settle and to become British.

It is when integration works well that Britain benefits most from migration – when people settle here and become invested in the country by starting a family, setting up a businesses and becoming part of their local community. Migration works when migrants and their children get to be fully part of the society that they have joined. What we have sometimes called the benefits of immigration are really the benefits of integration.
6. HOW TO GET THE POLITICS RIGHT: UNLOCKING THE MODERATE MAJORITY FOR MANAGED MIGRATION

Any party that seeks to govern needs an immigration policy that is principled, workable and which can secure public consent. This is challenging – though it is less often noticed how all sides of the migration debate struggle with this trilemma.

Those seeking to defend the economic and cultural benefits of immigration find it difficult to secure consent for historically high levels of migration, or confidence in how it is managed.

Those who would advocate significant further reductions, to bring net migration levels much closer to zero, have failed to identify a workable agenda that could deliver this in the real world. Achieving their target would almost certainly depend on curbing forms of migration that have broad public support.

“The majority of people in Britain have pragmatic and nuanced views – concerned about the scale of immigration, yet welcoming those who contribute positively.”

The difficulty in securing public trust leads some to suggest that migration politics is simply an intractable issue. Some business leaders and commentators suggest that immigration policy should be protected from politics and public opinion. That would never be possible. But it is also to misread public opinion. Certainly, the public are sceptical about how immigration is handled, with low trust in how
it has been managed by successive governments and little confidence in whether we have a system that works.

Yet the majority of people in Britain have pragmatic and nuanced views – concerned about the scale of immigration, yet welcoming those who contribute positively.

WHY A VIABLE IMMIGRATION POLITICS DEPENDS ON UNLOCKING THE ‘MODERATE MAJORITY’

A liberal defence of the economic and cultural benefits of migration will not secure broad majority support if it does not do more to engage public concerns. The liberal minority is growing over time because liberal views are more likely to be held by younger Britons and most of those with university degrees. But liberals need to broaden their appeal, beyond the one-in-four people who are culturally confident about migration, if they want to move on from their current defensive, reactive and ultimately unsuccessful position in seeking to influence the public politics of immigration.

The ‘less migration’ coalition is much broader but it is inherently unstable, particularly once politicians move from opposition to government. This is because the quarter of the population who favour small but not large reductions in migration have nothing in common, on immigration policy questions, with the one in four whose immigration views are ‘shut the border’ (and, indeed, ‘send them all back’).

While those who would like to see a moderate reduction agree with the more hard-line rejectionists on the inadequacy of current responses to managing the pace and pressures of immigration, they also agree with migration liberals about many of the positive economic and cultural aspects of migration.

A successful political strategy for those who wish to defend the benefits of migration would therefore be to engage this group in a ‘moderate majority’ coalition. This could build majority support
by combining liberals with moderate reductionists to find effective ways to manage migration. It would also need to engage those who favour larger reductions, where possible, such as those who also share a ‘fairness’ commitment to welcoming migrants who contribute and integrate.

Such an approach involves some give and take. It would require migration liberals to pay much more attention to three key issues – making the system work effectively, promoting contribution and promoting integration – and to accept the pragmatic reality that there is little practical chance of any significant liberalisation of non-EU migration for the foreseeable future while we remain in the EU.

It would also require moderate reductionists to pay as much attention to ‘behind the border’ issues, about how we handle migration and the pace of change, as to proposals to reduce numbers. This would still leave significant scope to address key public concerns about having an effective system, about contribution and about integration to make a diverse society work.

In short, nobody is likely to get everything that they want – and those with absolutist positions will certainly be disappointed. This ‘moderate majority’ approach, however, offers the best shot at a principled, workable and politically viable approach to managing migration in the UK.

Both sides would gain from a moderate majority coalition. For those in the Anxious Middle, who would like to see a moderate reduction in immigration, it would provide a chance to have some of their principal anxieties – about integration and contribution – listened to and addressed. Migration liberals would have a viable means to defend migration that benefits the UK economically or culturally, while upholding our key international humanitarian commitments.
Figure 14: Migration attitudes by party support: “On a scale of 0–10, has migration had a positive or negative impact on Britain?” (0 negative, 10 positive)

Figure 15: Where is the moderate majority by party?
A ‘MODERATE MAJORITY’ POLITICAL AGENDA TO RESTORE TRUST

An effective agenda would not see immigration as ‘good’ or ‘bad’ but would propose a workable agenda to manage the pressures of migration, so as to secure the benefits for Britain.

1. We are allowed to talk about immigration – and we should actively do so

It isn’t racist to worry about immigration – as long as you keep racism out of the debate. Doing this effectively depends on being clear that legitimate debate about immigration is not being closed down, while a firm line is being taken about prejudice.

Some three or four generations on from Windrush, it is now a settled and irreversible fact that we are a multi-ethnic society. Managing immigration effectively and fairly in the public interest should and does matter to Britons from different ethnic backgrounds. We should be suspicious of approaches that sharply polarise British citizens along racial lines, in whatever direction.

Politicians are showing that they can talk about immigration. A future challenge is how they could practically increase public engagement and give the public more ownership of the trade-offs and choices that policymakers face.

2. Engage anxieties – don’t dismiss them as irrational, but don’t stoke them up either

The New Labour governments were often tone deaf in the way that they engaged (or didn’t engage) with public anxieties about immigration. There was an important disconnect between the national level benefits – the advocacy of the net contribution which immigration could make to GDP and the Treasury coffers – and people’s lived experience of the pace of change in their local areas. This was particularly evident when East European immigration proved much larger than was anticipated,
and so had not been prepared for. The Government was perceived to be dismissing anxieties as irrational and wrong-headed. This only served to reinforce the impression that the university-educated, financially secure and London-based political and business elite had no interest in the anxieties of those who feel less secure.

The current government has seen trust in its migration policy decline sharply over time, despite its efforts to acknowledge and empathise with public concerns. The ‘moderate majority’ has three main concerns: an immigration system that is fit for purpose; a focus on ensuring that the migrants we choose are those who are willing to contribute; and that we have a shared society, not a segregated one. Practical responses to these issues will resonate – but a headline every week promising a new crackdown is just as likely to send the message that the government doesn’t have a grip as to reassure that it does.

---

**WHY A ‘GET TOUGH’ MESSAGE COULD COST YOU THE ETHNIC MINORITY VOTE**

The naïve assumption that ethnic minority voters are pro-immigration – because they or their ancestors were once immigrants themselves – has now turned full circle. It has been replaced by a similarly sweeping misperception that ‘get tough’ messages on immigration do not turn off ethnic minority voters – that in fact many have similarly sceptical views on immigration as the public as a whole.

As with other public opinion on immigration, the truth is somewhat more nuanced. Ethnic minorities, particularly people born here in the UK, are likely to share the wider public’s concern about the impact of immigration on jobs and public services, for example, and on contribution and access to benefits.

Nevertheless, they do remain slightly more pro-immigration as a whole than white Britons.
A third of Britons have a migrant grandparent or parent. And there is clear evidence that those with a family history of migration are considerably more positive about both the economic and cultural impacts of immigration, as the British Social Attitudes survey shows.43

Those whose parents were migrants see the economic impacts as positive by 43 per cent to 34 per cent (+9) compared to a net score of +31 for migrants themselves and a net score of – 26 for those whose parents were both British-born. There who have a migrant parent more positive views of the cultural impact on Britain (+17), a view closer to the views of migrants themselves (+36), but contrasting with the anxieties of those with two British-born parents (-17).

The Ethnic Minority British election study also finds more nuanced differences. It finds only mild differences between Asian and white British attitudes to asylum seekers, the survey reports strongly sympathetic attitudes on asylum from mixed-race Britons, Afro-Caribbeans and especially black Africans.

When politicians make cultural arguments about immigration – for example about areas looking ‘unrecognisable’ or about different languages being spoken on the street – it sends out a very different message: “You thought you were ‘one of us’ but we don’t really think you are”.

This is a particular issue for the Conservative Party, which suffers from a significant image problem with minority voters. Conservative support among ethnic minorities is only 16 per cent, compared to 68 per cent for Labour. This holds true despite the fact that many ethnic minority voters hold quite traditionally conservative views on issues like taxation and benefits and the family.

The potential impact for the Tories at the next general election, unless the party extends its appeal among minority voters, is considerable. British Future’s 2013 report, From Minority Vote to Majority Challenge,44 projected that the Conservative Party could have won an additional 500,000 votes – and an outright parliamentary majority – in 2010, if it had appealed to ethnic minority voters to the same extent that it appealed to the electorate as a whole, by increasing its share of the vote among non-white voters from 16 per cent to 37 per cent.
This issue will not go away – in fact it will become more acute. The ethnic minority population in Britain has a younger demographic profile. As the ethnic minority population grows, this “ethnic gap” will punish the Conservative Party more and more at the ballot box.

This demographic profile may offer a way out for Conservatives. Older people from ethnic minorities are less likely to be ‘floating voters’ and more likely to fixed in their political views. For some these views may include scepticism about the benefits of immigration; but others may display a more tribal attachment to the Labour Party, which for many years has been seen as the natural home for ethnic minority voters. As with the wider population, party affiliation is less fixed among younger voters, particularly graduates. Current voting patterns show a strong preference towards Labour among younger voters; but growing evidence of economic conservatism among young people could offer a chink of light to Tory election strategists.

3. Make promises you can keep – and be clear what you aren’t offering too

One important way to get the balance right is to keep the promises that you make – and to refuse to make the promises that you cannot keep.

Promises that appear popular in principle but which cannot be kept in practice will, over time, erode trust rather than rebuild it.

In the current parliament, setting and missing the ‘tens of thousands’ target for net migration has been a significant factor in a loss of public confidence. It is partly the level at which the target was set; but it is also its scope – any government sets itself up to fail if its targets depend on factors beyond its control, such as EU migration flows and the level of emigration.
As well as resolving the issue of what migration targets to set next time around, a key issue in the run-up to the 2015 General Election will be what changes the parties say they will seek on EU migration and free movement. Some of the ideas being floated – such as insisting on work permits for EU workers or trying to limit free movement from some members – risk repeating the trap of the net migration target: seeking short-term popularity for an election pledge which would in all likelihood be undeliverable in practice, further undermining public trust.

4. Don’t be afraid to disagree – immigration should be a ‘normal’ issue in politics and policy, not one that is too hot to handle

It is occasionally suggested that the only way to make progress on a heated issue like immigration is to seek a broad cross-party agreement that can take the issue out of politics. Former Labour Home Secretary Charles Clarke’s recent book on tough issues, *The Too Difficult Box,* is the latest to suggest that a cross-party consensus “is the only way
in which we can eliminate the poisons which have surrounded our national discussions around immigration for so long.”

But there is a danger with too much consensus. When one prominent claim is that there is an elite political consensus to lock the public out of the immigration debate, an elite consensus may not be the answer! An effective politics of immigration depends on a public consensus, not an elite one.

“This report sets out several areas where those from different political parties and different positions on immigration could find common ground. There is good scope for consensus on making the system work and on the foundations around contribution and integration. But there are plenty of issues – how many visas to make available for particular types of migration, for example – where political and policy disagreement would continue.

Rather than seeking to remove immigration from the heat of public politics as an exceptional and especially difficult issue, it would be better to try to make it more ‘normal’, alongside other major national issues – such as the economy, schools or the NHS – where governments are judged on whether they are achieving what they set out to do and political parties disagree over and debate their specific policy ideas.

The broad principles behind a ‘moderate majority’ approach to immigration will not settle every policy question. They do, we hope, offer some key pointers as to how to develop public confidence in an effective managed migration system.
In the policy section of this report, we offer a series of policy recommendations that could secure the support of a moderate majority of the British public and help to address some of the issues and anxieties around immigration and integration.

5. Be authentic – offer answers that fit your values
Politicians are mistaken if they believe that they can become popular on immigration simply by saying what they think the public wants to hear. That strategy has been tried and found wanting: public trust has continued to fall, and voters are ever-less likely to believe eye-catching slogans that generate headlines but don’t seem to lead to change. That leads to the charge not just of out-of-touch politicians, but of inauthenticity too. So each of the political parties needs to come up with its own voice and its own contribution to how Britain can manage migration, pursuing its political principles and agenda in a way that might take the public with it.

The Labour party has struggled most with how to talk about immigration, having been in charge as migration rose while trust in its handling fell sharply. Most people felt that Labour was too slow to respond to concerns about the pace and pressures of migration, and too quick to dismiss concerns as prejudiced. However, when Labour leaders have sought to respond with tough soundbites like “British jobs for British workers” the Labour Party has sounded inauthentic, risking becoming still more mistrusted.

Labour is a poor substitute for a populist anti-immigration party, but the centre-left party does sound more authentic on immigration when it voices the social democratic reasons to address the pressures of migration, such as by addressing exploitation in the workplace, and being vigilant about impacts on wage inequalities, or discrimination. At the same time, Labour would naturally want to promote the positive contribution of migrants to the NHS, and to job creation in the economy, and for universities and science. The argument that
migrants learning English is important for the communities they join, and good for migrants themselves, rings true from Labour voices too.

Labour is considerably more comfortable engaging with the policy dilemmas of managing migration than finding its voice in the public conversation. It is seeking to develop a pragmatic policy agenda, acknowledging pressures and benefits, and proposing a nuanced approach to the different migration flows. But Labour voices also need to recognise why a tendency to jump straight to a policy response can be too narrow. An understanding of migration pressures as only reflecting misplaced concerns about jobs, housing and public services can lead to an instinct to try to ‘change the subject’, as quickly as possible. Policies in these areas can help to address migration pressures, but Labour voices need to learn to be much more comfortable talking about how people feel about rapid social and cultural change, and to acknowledge how and when that change can feel unsettling, while remaining confident of its ability to challenge prejudice, to tackle discrimination and promote fairness for all groups. The importance of cultural identity in the migration and EU debates – in particular the recognition of Englishness – is still missed by too many Labour voices.

Conservatives are inauthentic on immigration if they blame the sharp-elbowed middle classes for employing migrant labour, or bash business for betraying the workers. The Conservatives aren’t credible as an anti-business or anti-growth party, but they do sound like themselves when they praise the initiative and hard work of those who come here to contribute positively, while being strict on welfare dependency, and seeking to promote aspiration and social mobility across British society too. It is natural that Conservatives would worry about the pace of cultural change, and to uphold the value of national identity, the importance of integration across every faith and ethnic group, and the value of community cohesion at a local level. For similar reasons, it would make sense for Conservatives to actively embrace and welcome migrants who express pride in their adopted
country, so that New Britons and their children share the inheritance and commitment to upholding British values and traditions, even as the demographics change.

The big Conservative manifesto headache is how to replace its missed target on net migration with a promise that can be kept. A recent high-profile front-page briefing from Downing Street suggested that the manifesto might even simply repeat the failed pledge, by claiming that a successful EU renegotiation could now deliver the ‘tens of thousands’ level next time around. That would simply be an exercise in denial and a recipe for repeated failure. Such a pledge would quickly fall apart under the most cursory media and political scrutiny, and the public simply wouldn’t believe it. If a government were re-elected on that platform, the likely outcome would be for it to become as mistrusted on migration as its Labour predecessor.

“The big Conservative manifesto headache is how to replace its missed target with a promise that can be kept.”

Ultimately, the Conservative party’s core public pitch is that it is a serious party of grown-up government, capable of taking important, sometimes tough decisions in the national interest. Such a party can never outflank populists with ‘party of no’ messages: people won’t believe that its leading politicians believe what they are saying, nor have plans to back-up the slogans. The Conservatives therefore need to maintain a balanced message and agenda on migration, as David Cameron tried to do in 2010, and not to be pushed away from a moderate majority agenda in pursuit of the most anti-migration minority, who it is unlikely to reach.
Chancellor George Osborne almost never speaks about immigration. This strategic silence means that only half of the rationale for a balanced policy gets heard – the Home Office case for why migration control is important. The need to keep the migration that benefits the economic recovery, which the Treasury thinks necessary too, is rarely made nor heard. The Conservatives risk conceding the public argument to UKIP if they talk exclusively about the problems from migration, and never about the gains from managed migration too.

Liberal Democrats are inauthentic on immigration if they mute their own voice and try not to say anything at all, for fear that the other parties are more likely to be in touch with public attitudes. Liberal Democrats are authentic when they do provide a liberal voice which speaks up for the positive cultural and economic contributions of migration to British life, and could do so more successfully when they acknowledge, as democrats, that they take seriously the political challenges of rebuilding public confidence for managed migration, and handling its pressures, so as to broaden support for the values of Britain being an inclusive, welcoming and fair society.

Given their strong civil liberties commitments, Liberal Democrats, like the Green Party, should certainly remain a clear voice for protecting Britain’s core humanitarian obligations, and in pressing for these to be reflected in practice in our immigration system. The ‘moderate majority’ analysis of this pamphlet suggests that it would be a mistake for the party to measure the purity of its liberal conscience by the unpopularity of the principled and defiantly unpopular positions it can strike. That would risk making liberalism little more than a badge of political differentiation, rather than taking seriously the challenges of building the alliances and support to make liberal change possible – as it successfully did on child detention.
So the Lib Dems should work with civic movements to build support for reform, while constructively challenging its civic allies to help find answers to address the public, political and policy barriers to creating a system that is both effective and humane. Broadening alliances for liberal reform across civic and party boundaries is an important way to maximise the chances of influencing the policy debate in other parties, or making progress if the Lib Dems should find themselves once again negotiating over coalition policies after a future general election.

“Liberal Democrats are inauthentic on immigration if they mute their own voice and try not to say anything at all, for fear that the other parties are more likely to be in touch.”

Curiously, though few have yet noticed it, it is UKIP that might yet face the biggest dilemma about its future approach to migration. Campaigning on immigration has been the making of UKIP, yet going too tough on immigration could yet be the breaking of it too. Yet this all depends on a question of authenticity too: what does UKIP think it is ultimately for?

Were UKIP mainly interested in UKIP, its own public profile and share of voice in British politics, then there is a good argument that it shouldn’t change much at all. It has found a minority niche in British politics – and it is filling it successfully. UKIP’s current ‘party of no’ messages are pitch perfect for many of the ‘left behind’ quarter of British society. There are prizes on offer to the purple party for articulating their frustrations and fear of change: victory in the low turnout, European elections; maybe 10 per cent, perhaps even
15 per cent of the General Election vote; a fair shot at half a dozen constituency races in 2015; and maybe a longer-term presence as an insurgent voice of northern opposition. But what that could not do is to get Britain out of the European Union. What is good for UKIP could yet harm the party’s founding mission and cause.

A British vote to leave could not be won by voicing the frustrations of the 25 per cent who feel most ‘left behind’ by immigration, economic and cultural change but requires the support of 50 per cent of voters. If UKIP made a political breakthrough while being perceived as a pessimistic ‘party of no’ or a voice of ‘angry nativism’, seeming to reject modern Britain, and failing to offer a positive account of its future outside the European Union, then it will make it impossible for UKIP and its ‘Better Off Out’ allies to win a referendum on British membership of the EU. This challenge as to how UKIP would need to change to stay true to its founding purpose has been put most clearly by UKIP’s first elected MP, Douglas Carswell. The democratic challenge of a referendum means that the populist outsider party has to think just as much about the challenges of reaching Britain’s moderate majority as those parties which want to govern.
7. **SO WHAT ABOUT EUROPE? THE EU FREE MOVEMENT CONUNDRUM**

“Britain, I know you want this sorted so I will go to Brussels, I will not take no for an answer and when it comes to free movement – I will get what Britain needs”
– David Cameron, Birmingham, October 2014

The Prime Minister’s pledge to place EU free movement “*at the very heart of my renegotiation strategy for Europe*” confirmed that this is now the most important live question in the politics of both immigration and Britain’s place in Europe.

There are four broad positions in the public and political debate about EU free movement – but none of them has yet answered significant questions about the challenge that each faces.

- **The strong pro-Europeans**: Britain should stay in the EU, free movement is a good thing, and reform is simply impossible or undesirable. This ‘status quo’ position is a coherent one, but only about one in four Britons supports it.

  The unanswered question for Europhiles is how to secure public consent for free movement, and a public mandate for continued British membership of the EU in any future referendum.

- **The more moderate ‘stay in’ view** is that free movement is at least a price worth paying for the benefits of club membership, but that reforms to free movement should be possible.

  The unanswered question for the negotiators is what reforms might be both desirable and possible – and what the limits of achievable reform are.
A moderate Eurosceptic position is that there may be some benefits of EU membership, but that EU free movement in a club with 28 members is too high a price to pay. The demand is that Britain should set a ‘red line’ seeking major treaty changes – such as work permits for EU migrants on a similar basis to non-EU migration – if it is to stay in.

The unanswered question for the sceptics is what the diplomatic and political strategy looks like that could secure allies for reform on this scale.

Fourth, strong “outers” argue that it is simply impossible to have any significant change in the free movement rules, and so the only choice is to leave. This is a coherent position, but it does not, so far at least, command majority support, and leaving is only half of an exit policy anyway.

The unanswered question for the “out” camp is what “out” would look like: what economic and migration deals the UK would have if we did leave.

The Prime Minister’s tough language included no specific pledges – nor much detail about what he believes Britain “needs”. There may be a tactical case for trying to use strong language while kicking the debate about content into the post-election long grass. But that is unlikely to be sustainable.

When immigration and Europe are the two issues on which political trust are in scarce supply, attempting to duck the details of renegotiation for a year or two could prove a very risky strategy. It risks turning the EU renegotiation into some kind of conjuring trick, as the audience waits expectantly or, for many, considerably more sceptically, to see if the Prime Minister really can pull a rabbit out of the hat.

If no rabbit can be found, the audience won’t be impressed to be told that the small print never promised one. This risks repeating the experience of the net migration target, before 2010, when a popular soundbite becomes an unkept promise in office.
Even conjuring up a reasonable, medium-sized rabbit might go down as something of a disappointment, after all of the drum rolls and razzmatazz, if people thought they were promised more than could ever be delivered.

So, unless he really does have a magic wand up his sleeve, the Prime Minister should adopt a more open strategy about the content and challenges of his renegotiation plans.

Instead of asking people to trust him, he should trust them to engage seriously with the choices on offer. His government should produce ideas and proposals; there should be parliamentary debates and committee hearings. He should seek to build a broader coalition for achievable reforms, for example, across the political spectrum and with trade unions, to seek more allies among EU governments.

This could help to open up a public debate about these choices that has seldom gone beyond soundbites and slogans.

The Labour party changed their language, from ‘free movement’ to ‘fair movement’, but there has been little evidence of policy measures to accompany the rebrand.

Since it is now talking about ‘fair movement’, and will want to campaign for Britain to remain in the EU, it would make strong sense for the Labour party to explicitly offer bipartisan support to the Prime Minister as he seeks reforms to EU free movement and how to manage EU migration fairly. In doing so, Labour could also champion the opening up of a closed diplomatic negotiation between governments and Brussels, so that it can engage Parliament, British business, trade unions and voices around the country on the nature of the achievable reforms that the UK could seek with its partners. Labour should also offer to practically engage European centre-left parties and trade unions to strengthen the coalition of support for workable reforms to free movement and workplace protections, perhaps by identifying a senior party figure who could make a practical contribution to Downing Street’s diplomatic strategy by engaging key centre-left political voices in the EU.
The Conservative debate is complicated by a divide between sincere and insincere renegotiation suggestions. Some voices are looking for practical answers; others may propose ‘red lines’ that they hope will fail, in order to show that they have exhausted the possibilities, while their real preference is to quit.

The Liberal Democrats have made few significant contributions to the debate about reforming free movement, since they broadly share the view that there is no possibility of change.

But pro-Europeans should be wary of closing down the debate about EU free movement before it has begun. The argument that, if we stay in the club, we need to play by the rules, makes sense to people. But a club where the rules aren’t even up for discussion among the members sounds much less attractive. Those who do want to defend and secure consent for free movement should be engaging much more seriously with proposals, short of treaty changes, which could make it work better, particularly at a local level, on challenges like workplace fairness and integration, particularly seeking approaches which protect the interests of both citizens and migrants at the same time.

Those who want more significant reforms need to put together a proper strategy to build political support at home and around the EU. The thinktank Open Europe has been among the few public voices to offer constructive and detailed analysis of the reform options. Open Europe has itself proposed a series of measures to give national governments greater control over access to welfare, pointing out that these changes would have support from several EU governments and would not require treaty changes but a qualified majority vote among governments and the agreement of the European Parliament.

Demos Director David Goodhart has suggested that a new approach to welfare contribution would be both deliverable in the EU and could secure public consent too. Others, particularly trade unionists, have suggested a focus on fair employment rights.
By contrast, proposals for a points-based system for EU migrants or quotas would be much more difficult to achieve.

It should be possible to secure broad EU support for different transitional controls when new members join the EU. This may provide reassurance to the public. The prospect of Turkish accession is anyway somewhat distant, but it is inconceivable that there would be political support to admit Turkey across the EU using the existing transitional arrangements.

With migration flows from within the current EU, the government has floated the idea of introducing an ‘emergency brake’ in the event of ‘destabilising’ levels of migration.

An emergency brake might perhaps be achievable in negotiations, particularly if this was genuinely set at ‘emergency’ levels. It would be less likely to be negotiable at levels well below current migration flows. The emergency brake idea may, therefore, have little practical impact, though it would be a possible source of reassurance, for example at the time of a new accession, that there could be millions of migrants arriving. But the emergency brake would be a largely symbolic measure, unless there was a more significant economic crisis in the EU.

A more practical policy might be for the UK government to propose a new EU-wide ‘Free Movement Impacts Fund’, modelled along the lines of the European Globalisation Adjustment Fund (which supports workers to find a new job in the case of large-scale redundancies). A Free Movement Impacts Fund would be divided, each year, in proportion to the flows of EU migrants to each member state. A condition should be that the resources were allocated directly to local level, with national governments expected to use these to support areas of rapid change.
8. MAKING MIGRATION WORK FOR BRITAIN – TEN KEY POLICY CHALLENGES FOR MANAGING MIGRATION FAIRLY

We want and need to talk about immigration, because is about much more than the immigration policy choices we make. It is about how our society has changed, how people feel about that and how to make it work. Politicians or parties who rush to engage only with policy responses can risk missing that broader conversation about the state of the nation.

But the policy choices that are made about immigration are important if they can set out an approach to manage the pressures and secure the benefits of migration.

This is a brief survey of the policy issues that the general public are most likely to see as the key tests of a fair managed migration policy, on which we can secure public consent. This is not an attempt to settle every policy question in migration politics: there are a great many more detailed policy areas which need to be addressed in an immigration system. Nor do these proposals seek to settle all contested policy questions: how many visas are made available via a particular route, or what the overall immigration limits should be. This is a framework for deeper public and political scrutiny of those ongoing choices.

The policy responses from any political party, and from every perspective in the migration debate, should be expected to meet these key ‘public interest’ tests for an effective migration policy.

Competence
How governments implement the choices that our democracy makes, about what forms and levels of immigration are in Britain’s interests and reflect our values.
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Fairness
Whether we see the pressures \textit{and} the benefits of migration being shared; and whether the system gives everyone – migrant and non-migrant alike – a ‘fair shot’.

Identity
Who we are and what we share in a fast-changing society; and how people who join our society get to become “us”.

Democracy
Making sure that we do all have a voice in the decisions that are made and a responsibility to contribute to some of the important choices that we face as a society.

What are the approaches to these challenges that could secure broad majority support for how Britain can manage immigration today?

1. \textbf{Fix the system: invest in an immigration system that is effective, fair and humane}

The public lack confidence in how immigration is managed. They have heard governments, led by both major parties, declare that the system is ‘not fit for purpose’. They are sceptical about whether anything much has improved, not least because governments have not reached the high-profile goals that they have set for themselves.

So delivering an effective and fair system is an essential foundation for restoring public confidence in how migration is managed. Immigration is the second most significant area of public concern after the economy. Yet we allocate just 0.2 per cent of public spending to our immigration system.

With more than 100 million people crossing our borders each year – for trade and tourism, as well as study, work and settlement – investing in a system that keeps Britain open for business, while having
proper controls to manage immigration effectively, is an important national interest.

Our polling shows there is broad public support, across the political spectrum, for investing more in a system that can fairly deliver on whatever political choices are made about immigration policy. Whatever their other policy disagreements, the political parties should find common ground on the importance of resourcing the system adequately to respond to growing demands. Those parts of the Home Office budget dealing with immigration should be ring-fenced in the next parliament. Cooperation on systemic reform would be an important way to seek to break the pattern of major overhauls being introduced and then scrapped as the process of another overhaul is repeated.

“The system for making and enforcing decisions on asylum claims should be reformed to ensure that it is both effective and humane.”

The development of the role of the Independent Chief Inspector of Borders and Immigration has been welcome and overdue, as has greater exposure to the Home Affairs Select Committee and various audit bodies. While accountability has improved in recent years, the level of executive rule-making powers on immigration is considerably greater than in other developed countries.

There should be greater parliamentary and public scrutiny of those charged with protecting our borders. Transparency could be increased through the publication of sanctions, enforcement criteria, detailed costings and justifications for resource allocation. This could also include obtaining feedback from people who have been through the system and have been awarded status.
The system for making and enforcing decisions on asylum claims should be reformed to ensure that it is both effective and humane. Poor initial decision-making on asylum claims helps no-one and many decisions are overturned on appeal. It is unfair on those who have a legitimate claim to protection from war and persecution; it leads to costly appeals; and it means the system functions inefficiently, with cases having to be re-heard after lengthy delays.

Proposals from the Centre for Social Justice thinktank,47 to separate the functions of enforcement, decision-making and support, would increase trust and transparency and should be given serious consideration.

A recently published report from the CentreForum thinktank also looks at the need to reform initial decision-making and addresses the practicalities of how this could be done.

Parliamentarians should take up this debate: joint hearings by the Home Affairs and Justice Select Committees would be a good forum in which to scrutinise the case for reform in the interests of effective and fair decision-making.

2. Set sensible limits to migration and make promises you can keep
There are limits to immigration. The migration targets that a government sets have both a practical importance – defining who can get in and why – and a symbolic one too. They demonstrate that the British government and Parliament decide migration policy.

Britain needs sensible limits. That means debating which migration choices reflect Britain’s interests and values, and avoiding making choices that would damage Britain’s economy, society or standing in the world. Setting sensible limits also means making promises that can be kept. This means targets should apply to migration flows that the government can control and that it is in Britain’s interests to contain or limit.
Since emigration levels are not subject to government control or direct policy interventions, any headline annual target should be about immigration, rather than emigration (or net migration), though the government can and should take shifts in emigration levels into account when recommending targets and limits for the next year.

It would be sensible for a government to choose to set an annual target for non-EU immigration as a whole, setting out the policies, controls and selection criteria for component flows of migration within it, and invite much greater political, policy and public scrutiny of these choices.

Migration flows that are not subject to specific numbers targets, such as EU migration and the protection of refugees, should also be scrutinised and debated.

3. Increase democratic accountability and engage the public in the choices and trade-offs that have to be made

New ICM research shows that 71 per cent of the public agree that ‘immigration is an important topic for the public so they should have more say in how it’s handled through public consultation and annual scrutiny in parliament of current immigration levels and what targets are set’.

There should be an annual migration report to Parliament, with an annual Migration Day report along the lines of the annual Budget, where the Home Secretary reports clearly and transparently on all migration flows, so that the House of Commons can debate the government’s recommendations to maintain or amend its existing targets, and its proposals for managing migration and integration impacts.

The statistical information on migration flows and impacts should be overseen by the Migration Advisory Committee, to ensure it is robust and independent. Ministers should report on these independently-audited facts and make the government’s policy recommendations.
Since we want an informed and transparent debate, it would help if the immigration figures mean what the public think they mean. That means that they should contain the people that they expect to be in them. But the current official statistical categories do not match the British public’s understanding of what should count as immigration. For example, only 4 per cent of people think that British citizens returning from abroad should count as ‘immigrants’ for government policy. Only one in five think it makes sense for students to count as immigrants.48 It is important to report all of these figures transparently. It is good if the government reports a fully informative range of different indicators and measures, such as immigration, the net migration of citizens and non-citizens, and so on.

But it surely assists an informed public debate if the headline immigration figures released by government, and reported on the news, do match up with what the public understand ‘immigration’ to mean.

There is a growing, informed consensus that questions whether international students should be included in a net migration target. The Migration Advisory Committee should be commissioned to investigate and report on the contributions and pressures associated with student migration, and its findings used to inform further discussion.

International student numbers should be reported separately in a clear and transparent way, alongside the immigration figures, with students only included in the headline immigration total if and when they remain in the UK after their studies finish. The government could choose to set a target in this specific area, which reflects its desire to increase the number of students choosing to come to the UK to study, by finding a measure to assess how the UK is maintaining its competitive position against other countries.

For asylum, it would be useful for the government to report on the previous year, and to offer forward projections and estimates of the anticipated range for future flows, linking this to its broader work
on human rights, conflict prevention and development in the areas most affected. This would help to put into context the scale of current applications, currently around 20,000 a year – about one-thirtieth of UK immigration – to help to secure a cross-party consensus that asylum applications should be treated on their merits and that the UK should be actively seeking to take its fair share of those who need protection.

The annual Migration Day report to the House of Commons should provide an important hook for broader public and media discussion of immigration. The government should actively seek submissions and proposals about the overall target, or its component parts. Parliamentary committee hearings and broader public debates could scrutinise proposals and recommendations from civic society.

In the month ahead of the Migration Day debate, the government should work with local government and others to promote regional debates about the local impacts of migration – including the needs of business, the NHS and other public services, and how impacts on public services, schools and housing are being handled. The relevant Parliamentary Select Committees could report on these specific issues.

4. Giving the public the responsibility to decide about Europe
The most important immigration issue on which to engage the public is Europe. It is often said that we have no choice about EU migration. Yet that isn’t quite true. It is our decision whether to stay in the European Union or not. If we choose to remain in the club, then we have to play by its rules – including those on free movement.

Given that EU membership does constrain future policy choices, it is particularly important that the public own this decision about our future. A referendum on EU membership puts this directly in the hands of the public – and so gives all citizens responsibility to decide on the trade-offs involved in being in or out of the EU.
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In our view, this is a keystone to securing public ownership of the choices Britain makes about migration. The precise timing of a referendum may depend on events and reform negotiations but it is difficult to see any route to deepening public ownership of the choices Britain makes about migration politics and policy without biting this bullet.

While this is currently a position promoted by UKIP and the Conservative party, together with a minority of Liberal Democrat and Labour voices, broadening support across the party political spectrum on the case for a decisive referendum could help to ensure that the public is given a choice on this issue.

As in the Scottish referendum, the franchise should be extended to 16–17 year olds, since this vote will not just elect a government for five years but make a national decision for the next half century or more. Both sides in the referendum should embrace the challenge of putting their competing visions of Britain’s future to those about to turn 18.

In our view, proposals for greater public engagement with immigration politics or policy which do not offer people a vote on this central, contested issue of EU membership are unlikely to ring true with the public.

5. Enforce employment rights and the minimum wage so British workers aren’t undercut and migrant workers aren’t exploited

Concerns about the impacts of immigration on jobs and wages came through strongly in deliberative research groups conducted by British Future in Bolton and Southampton to inform our 2013 report “EU migration from Romania and Bulgaria: what does the public think?”

ICM polling in for this report in July 2014 found that 82 per cent of people agree that ‘the government must enforce the minimum wage so we have a level playing field and employers can’t squeeze out British workers by employing immigrants on the cheap’.
People in lower-paid and less secure jobs, or who are seeking employment, are particularly worried that they could be shut out of the employment market by migrants who are prepared to work for less than the minimum wage or in sub-standard conditions.

Policymakers will find that both British workers and migrants alike would support measures – in effect little more than improved enforcement of existing laws – to ensure that British workers are not undercut and migrant workers are not exploited through illegally low rates of pay or poor working conditions.

6. Spread the pressures and the benefits of immigration more evenly around Britain

In the long term, perhaps the most important aspect of getting migration policy right is the distribution of migration and economic activity. There is a long-term bargain to be struck between the south-east’s desire to manage pressures of population and the rest of the country’s need to share in the south-east’s – particularly London’s – economic growth.

The Migration Day debate process should provide an opportunity for governments in Scotland and Wales to ensure there is strong civic, economic and political advocacy of the demographic needs of their countries, for the economy and public services.

The regional dimension will depend more on broader medium and long-term strategies for rebalancing economic growth than on specific migration policy measures. It is considerably more difficult politically to adopt regional migration policy measures while there is low public confidence in the competence of the immigration system.

There is limited practical scope for regionally-based immigration policy in a country the size of the United Kingdom. Certainly, the policy and political viability of such an approach depends on a level of public confidence in the management of immigration which we don’t currently have.
However, while caution is advisable, there may be a case for at least exploring whether there are practical ways to meet the specific migration needs of Scotland. The SNP government in Scotland is keen to attract migration, with cross-party support. Westminster parties which are committed to the future of the United Kingdom should also be concerned to ensure Scotland’s interests are not crowded out of the migration debate, particularly after the fairly close 2014 referendum result.

The Canadian points-based system may offer a model or guide for the future. It sets a different points threshold for specific provinces to encourage migrants to settle outside the economic centres of Toronto and Montreal. Given the contrasting demographic profile of Scotland and the demands of its economy for more skilled workers, the Scottish and UK governments could pilot a variation on such a system.

This might involve selected groups of migrants with specific skills needed to fill gaps in public services such as the NHS or teachers in maths, sciences and languages. Such a scheme could offer bonus points in selected skilled migration visa categories to those agreeing to live, work and stay within Scotland, or to remain with a particular employer or sector for a period of 3–5 years. Restricting the scheme initially to public sector workers would make the regular checks on the residential requirement easier to maintain. Participants would be eligible to apply for citizenship after five years, in the usual way, subject to compliance with the visa restrictions.

A pilot scheme could assess the practicality and compliance rates for such a regionalised policy. It would be in the interests of the devolved Scottish administration to put resources into monitoring and compliance, since establishing any longer-term policy would depend on showing that a pilot scheme could meet political and public concerns about compliance and enforcement.

In addition, we should ensure that better and more up-to-date monitoring establishes which towns and cities are feeling the pressures brought by immigration – on housing, school places and other public
services – and ensures that resources are moved to those areas to help them cope. School rolls are a more timely way to establish where there is pressure on school places, for example, than census data.

A proposal to re-allocate EU resources, to areas where the pressures of immigration are most keenly felt, is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7, ‘So what about Europe? The EU free movement conundrum’.

7. Welfare benefits: make contribution matter and welcome contributors as club members

The public’s biggest concern about the pressures of immigration concerns contribution and welfare.

It is important not to stoke anxieties, and government should commit to ensuring that public information on the levels of benefit claiming from recent migrants is made available via those independent bodies responsible increasing transparency and accountability in the immigration debate. The vast majority of migrants come here to work, and are doing so. Engaging them in a discussion, together with British citizens, about migrants’ access to benefits is likely to uncover a strong consensus for sensible limits on access to benefits for new arrivals – one which some migration sceptics may find surprising.

The government should focus on regaining public trust by enforcing the limits and policies that are already in place, rather than announcing new “crackdowns” and other initiatives that only reinforce the public impression that the current system is not working.

The UK is limited in what it can do regarding access to benefits for EU citizens. It should, however, seek to stop the ‘exportability’ of payments such as child benefit, which can currently be paid to people not living in Britain.

This is widely seen as unfair. Most Britons will see little wrong with their hard-working neighbour from another EU country, whose kids are at the same school as theirs, receiving the same child benefit.
as they do. They simply will not understand why they should receive more because they have children who are not living in the UK. This situation undermines the fairness commitment that is so important to integration and majority support for immigration.

Housing is another ‘pressure point’ often mentioned by those expressing anxiety about the impacts of immigration. It is important that local councils exercise the powers they have available to create a system that is fair to citizens and migrants. This means social housing policies that emphasise contribution and commitment to a local area, over and against a pure ‘needs-based’ approach.

Having a fair and transparent allocations policy based on length of registration and prioritising those in employment will go some way to demonstrate the fairness needed to reduce tensions. Some councils – like the London Borough of Newham – have even introduced compulsory registration for social landlords in order to more effectively monitor the quality of housing in the private rented sector.

Ultimately the question of EU migrants access to benefits looks likely to only be resolved through the resolution of two much bigger questions: that of whether Britain should move to a more contribution-based, national insurance form of welfare provision; and the question of EU membership that we believe should be decided by the public in a referendum.

8. Stop immigration rules keeping British families apart
Protecting the welfare system from dependency is a legitimate public policy goal.

A pro-contribution approach should involve a review of the family marriage rules, particularly the income thresholds that oblige some Britons to leave the country in order to keep their family together.

It would also be sensible to find an appropriate formula by which the earnings of either partner could be taken into consideration. Setting the income threshold at a level where a full-time worker on the minimum wage would qualify would respect the principle of
contribution better than an income threshold set at the median income level, excluding half of those in work. It should be possible for this modest reform to win broad political and public support as a pro-contribution, pro-work and pro-marriage policy, which seeks to avoid fracturing family life by splitting families up or forcing them to leave the UK.

While it is legitimate to set thresholds (based on income or skills) for incoming migrants, the core issue at stake here is about the constraints placed on existing British citizens, in their right to marry and remain in the UK, living with their husband or wife. These would be more reasonable if they did not exclude half the population.

Efforts to tackle all abuses of marriage migration routes through sham marriages should continue and be stepped up as part of any reform package, such as with current moves to strengthen the powers of registrars and their responsibilities to report concerns.

9. Make English language the keystone to integration
Being able to speak English is the key to integration and a passport to full economic, social and democratic participation in our society.

Governments should aim to achieve universal fluency in English right across the country, and work with partners to identify the most effective ways to reach those who need help to achieve proficiency in the English language.

The government should make English language lessons free at the point of use, establishing a loan scheme to pay back the cost of tuition, as David Goodhart, of the Demos thinktank, has proposed.

School pupils who arrive in the classroom without English fluency are currently enjoying strong success in the school system, particularly in London, and are contributing to a general rise of attainment levels despite this additional challenge. Greater efforts should be made to engage parents too. Health services could have an important outreach role for some of those who may not often come into contact with the state: for example, women with poor language fluency could be
offered advice and support through pregnancy services and post-natal midwife care, making this as routine a practice as advice on healthy eating or information on stopping smoking, and building on the motivation of new parents to have the capacity to be involved with their children’s education.

Here, the universities, who are significant beneficiaries of immigration, could be asked to contribute to achieving this goal. The Government should consult our leading universities to find practical ways to make some of their world-class facilities available – outside term-time, and at some weekends – as a practical way to assist local English language teaching projects. This could be combined with high-profile projects to actively encourage recent graduates, current students and university staff to donate time to literacy projects, for example as mentors or voluntary ESOL assistants.

This positive contribution to successful integration would be an important symbolic and practical example of how institutions that benefit culturally and economically from immigration can help the towns and cities of which they are a part to manage the challenges of making it work. It would also give citizens themselves a positive way to contribute to integration, promoting greater contact between communities. Engaging universities in how they can practically support such English language initiatives could be combined with a corresponding government commitment to support universities to actively increase enrolment of foreign students, an important source of income for universities and the local economy around them.

10. Encourage migrants to become British – and celebrate it when they do
Migrants who have been in the UK five years should be actively encouraged to take up citizenship, including EU migrants, including undertaking the language and citizenship tests.
Citizenship ceremonies offer an important way to mark the rites of passage to joining a new society. Government and local councils should work to promote citizenship ceremonies more actively, involving existing citizens more in these events as a way to welcome new Britons to our common club.

These should combine the symbolic and the practical: citizenship ceremonies should be a moment to ensure that people register to vote, and get opportunities to engage in local activities, from how to give blood to promoting civic groups.

The 800th anniversary of the Magna Carta in 2015 could be celebrated around Britain by holding citizenship ceremonies in special locations of particular local resonance, a practice that could be repeated on other high days and holidays in the national calendar.
EPILOGUE – SO, LET’S TALK ABOUT IMMIGRATION

Britain has changed a lot in our lifetimes, in many different ways. How we work, what we do outside of work and how we communicate with each other all look very different to thirty years ago. And Britain itself looks different too. The people who live here have changed a lot in that time. Some of this has happened quickly – too quickly for some. We need to find a way to manage that change in order to make it work well for all of us.

That’s why we need to talk about immigration.

We can’t make immigration work for Britain if we’re afraid to talk openly about the challenges and pressures that rapid change can bring. That will just leave people feeling really frustrated that their concerns are dismissed and not taken seriously, while migrants who have come here will fear becoming the scapegoats for bigger problems in our economy and society.

Of course it isn’t racist to worry about immigration – just as long as you talk about it without being racist.

And that’s what most people want: a full, frank and fair discussion of how we can handle the challenges so that we can secure the benefits for Britain.

We should all be working together to find the solutions that can make it work fairly.

Handled well, we can benefit from immigration. It has brought us nurses and doctors who make our NHS possible. It has brought people to these shores who have built great British businesses, from M&S and Tesco to Easyjet. The food we eat, the music we listen to, the films and TV we watch and the football teams we cheer for have
all been changed for the better by people who have come to Britain and contributed to our culture.

But we do need to get the balance right if we’re going to make it work fairly.

So how do we make that work?

Immigration isn’t working when the public can’t have confidence in the system to know how many people are coming in or out; or when people seeking protection from war or persecution can’t get a firm and fair decision quickly without being locked up or left in limbo with their lives put on hold.

“We need to invest properly in a system that’s fit for purpose – that can uphold the rules in a way that is effective, fair and humane.”

Immigration isn’t working when unscrupulous employers can get away with exploiting vulnerable migrants to undercut British workers and cheat decent competitors who are playing by the rules.

Immigration isn’t working when governments make promises they can’t keep. That just undermines people’s trust instead of getting them properly involved in the decisions that are right for Britain.

Those are three things that we need to change.

We need a system that people can have confidence in. To make immigration work, we need to invest properly in a system that’s fit for purpose – that can uphold the rules in a way that is effective, fair and humane.

We need to be clear about what Britain expects of migrants who come here. And we also need to be clear on what we all need to do to make sure we have a strong and shared society, not a divided and segregated one.
And we need government to set sensible limits and to make promises they can keep – giving the public a much stronger voice in how we make the big choices about what’s right for Britain.

So Britain’s message to migrants should be very clear.

We have shown that you don’t need to be born here to belong fully to our society but there are some things that we definitely expect.

You do need to speak our language, to obey our laws and to work hard and pay into the system.

Do that and you’re welcome to be one of us: it’s only fair that we treat you and your children as equally British.

But there probably are some things we are never all going to agree on. That’s democracy for you. Britain’s relationship with Europe, for instance. Some people think joining the European Union is the worst thing that ever happened to this country: they insist we must get out if we want control of our borders. Some think we’re much better off in – and that it would damage our trading links and give us less influence to push for change if we quitted the EU and walked out.

Others aren’t sure – they can see the point of being part of a big trading bloc but they don’t like Europe having more sway than our own parliament and they are worried about the impact of free movement of labour – particularly when our economy is doing much better than many of our neighbours.

Whether or not we stay in the EU is a really big choice that will have a major impact on our future. We should all get a say in deciding it. Politicians should trust the people to hear all of the arguments in a referendum, make our choice, and live with the consequences.

If we chose to quit, we would need a proper real world plan so that our economy doesn’t get cut off from Europe and the world. If we choose to stay in the club, then we’ll have to play by its rules. If that’s what we decide, then those who come here from Europe to work are playing by the rules too – and we should welcome them to Britain.

If Europe is probably the biggest issue that people disagree about, it’s good that there are lots of areas where most people can agree.
We do have limits to migration. It’s good to be a popular country that attracts people, but we can’t take everybody who might want to come.

The right policy is to be selective – let’s choose those who will contribute positively to British society, and uphold our commitments to take our fair share of those in real need of protection too.

Most people will agree that we need sensible limits: managing migration properly while keeping the skills and people we need for the success of our economy.

It’s good for us all when international students choose British universities to study at, over their international competitors, bringing £7 billion a year into our economy. As long as they are genuine students, it’s difficult to see why this should be mixed up with immigration.

When they graduate from British universities with useful skills that employers need, we should be glad if they want to stay on and help British firms compete in the global race – rather than taking those skills back to home to help Chinese and Indian firms compete with us.

It’s good for us all if we can agree on what we need from migrants and from everyone else in society if we are going to get along together and have a Britain we can all be proud of.

So it’s good for us all if we can agree on the British values we do all need to share, across every colour and creed. When integration works, the children of migrants don’t see it as about ‘them and us’ anymore.

We must uphold freedom of religion – whether to believe or to not believe – but we shouldn’t tolerate intolerance. The foundation stone is that basic British value, respect for the free speech of others – even when you don’t agree with them.

We should leave the prejudices out. Old slogans like ‘send them all back’ belong in the past. The stereotyping of whole nationalities is wrong. Those outdated prejudices are a barrier to integration and the shared society we all need today.
From Prince Phillip and Mo Farah to the nurses and doctors who brought many of us into the world, people have shown you don’t have to be born here to belong and to contribute.

But there are few benefits for Britain if we have immigration without integration.

When a country has migration without integration, it might be good for some migrants with a short-term goal of saving some money and it might be good for some employers too who need their labour. But it’s when people integrate and become ‘one of us’ that Britain benefits most from migration.

Most people won’t have a problem with someone who has the drive to travel across a continent to work hard and make life better for their family – as long as they make an effort to fit in and get along with their neighbours, and we have a system in place that means this can work fairly for everyone.

Immigration works when we have a system that manages the pressures but still keeps the economic benefits, and when people integrate and share our values, becoming ‘one of us’. When we do this it can bring us entrepreneurs who help create jobs and growth around Britain; doctors and nurses that our NHS depends on; and even a few Olympic superstars like Mo Farah, who made us all proud to be British. So that’s the fair deal we need. When migrants work hard, pay into the system, speak our language and uphold British values, they should be welcome in Britain, so that they and their children can contribute fully to our country.

Britain may be an anxious country today, but we have the best chance of all European countries at getting this right. People want an open and honest conversation about their hopes and fears over immigration and integration, identity and opportunity. It is a conversation we should have. And it can lead to a Britain that is confident, welcoming, inclusive and fair. One we can all be proud to call home.
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All graphics and tables are sourced from research conducted for British Future by ICM, Ipsos MORI and YouGov between November 2012 and October 2014.

Figure 1: Immigration and the economy: which of the following statements comes closest to your view?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>NET (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immigration brings both pressures and economic benefits, so we should control it and choose the immigration that’s in Britain’s best economic interests</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration is good for the economy and we should have as much as possible</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration is bad for the economy and we should have as little as possible</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICM for British Future 17–19 October 2014, representative sample of 2,001 British adults aged 18 and over in GB online.

Figure 2: How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement: “In an increasingly borderless world, we should welcome anyone who wants to come to Britain and not deter them with border controls.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>NET: Agree</th>
<th>NET: Disagree</th>
<th>Neither</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liberals</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxious Middle</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rejectionists</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICM for British Future 17–19 October 2014, representative sample of 2,001 British adults aged 18 and over in GB online.
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**Figure 3:** How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement: “The government should insist that all immigrants should return to the countries they came from, whether they’re here legally or illegally.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NET: Agree</th>
<th>NET: Disagree</th>
<th>Neither</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Liberals</strong></td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anxious Middle</strong></td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rejectionists</strong></td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICM for British Future 17–19 October 2014, representative sample of 2,001 British adults aged 18 and over in GB online.

**Figure 4:** How much do you trust the following people if or when they talk about immigration?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>David Cameron</th>
<th>Ed Miliband</th>
<th>Nick Clegg</th>
<th>Nigel Farage</th>
<th>Theresa May</th>
<th>Migrant of 15 years who became British citizen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net: Trust</strong></td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net: Don’t Trust</strong></td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICM for British Future 17–19 October 2014, representative sample of 2,001 British adults aged 18 and over in GB online.
Figure 5: Immigration and the economy: which of the following statements comes closest to your view (by segment).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Liberals</th>
<th>Anxious Middle</th>
<th>Rejectionists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immigration brings both pressures and economic benefits, so we should control it and choose the immigration that's in Britain's best economic interests</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration is bad for the economy and we should have as little as possible</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration is good for the economy and we should have as much as possible</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICM for British Future 11–13 July 2014, representative sample of 2,029 British adults aged 18 and over in GB online.

Figure 6: Some migrants come to Britain to work for a few years and then return home; others make their lives here and settle in Britain. When migrants do come to Britain, which of the following options do you think is better?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Liberals</th>
<th>Anxious Middle</th>
<th>Rejectionists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“It is better for Britain when migrants who come here put down roots and integrate into our society, becoming one of us”</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“It is better for Britain when migrants come here to work for a few years without integrating and putting down roots, then returning home”</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICM for British Future 11–13 July 2014, representative sample of 2,029 British adults aged 18 and over in GB online.
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Figure 7: How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement: “Immigrants put more into Britain than they take out. Their net contribution is equivalent to more than 4p on the basic rate of income tax, worth £700 per year to someone on an average yearly wage of £26,500, according to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. This helps fund our public services, cuts the deficit and reduces the pressure for deeper cuts or higher tax rises.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NET: Agree</th>
<th>NET: Disagree</th>
<th>Neither</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liberals</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxious Middle</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rejectionists</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICM for British Future 11th–13th July 2014, representative sample of 2,029 British adults aged 18 and over in GB online.

Figure 8: How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement: “Immigrants put more into Britain than they take out. Their net contribution is equivalent to more than 4p on the basic rate of income tax, worth £700 per year to someone on an average yearly wage of £26,500, according to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. This helps fund our public services, cuts the deficit and reduces the pressure for deeper cuts or higher tax rises.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NET: Agree</th>
<th>NET: Disagree</th>
<th>Neither</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICM for British Future 11–13 July 2014, representative sample of 2,029 British adults aged 18 and over in GB online.
Figure 9: How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement: “Immigration can help fill gaps in the workforce: migrants do the jobs that need doing but which we struggle to fill, like care work and seasonal fruit picking. But for this to work we need to make sure standards like the minimum wage are enforced so British workers aren’t undercut and migrant workers aren’t exploited”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neither</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>65%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICM for British Future 11–13 July 2014, representative sample of 2,029 British adults aged 18 and over in GB online.

Figure 10: Which of the following, if any, would you say are the most important for being British?

| Respect for people’s right to free speech | 50% |
| Respect for the law                       | 46% |
| Speaking English                           | 41% |
| Treating men and women equally             | 38% |
| Respect for all ethnic backgrounds         | 29% |
| Respect for all faiths                     | 26% |
| Being born here                            | 26% |
| Voting in elections                        | 21% |
| Being Christian                            | 7%  |
| Being white                                | 6%  |
| Other                                      | 1%  |
| Nothing                                    | 3%  |
| Don’t know                                 | 5%  |

Ipsos MORI for British Future 23–27 November 2012, representative sample of 2,515 residents of Great Britain aged 16–75.
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**Figure 11:** How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement: “The British war effort included Empire and Commonwealth soldiers from countries including India and the West Indies, Australia and Canada. It is important for integration today that all of our children are taught about the shared history of a multi-ethnic Britain.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neither</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

YouGov for British Future 9 and 10 July 2013, representative sample of 1,955 GB adults.

**Figure 12:** To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: “To belong to our shared society, everyone must speak our language, obey our laws and pay their taxes – so that everyone who plays by the rules counts as equally British, and should be able to reach their potential.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>83%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BritainThinks online survey for British Future 16–17 March 2013, representative sample of 2,032 adults aged 18 and over across Great Britain.

**Figure 13:** Some migrants come to Britain to work for a few years and then return home, others make their lives here and settle in Britain. When migrants do come to Britain, which of the following options do you think is better?

- It is better for Britain when migrants who come here put down roots and integrate into our society, becoming one of us
- It is better for Britain when migrants come here to work for a few years without integrating and putting down roots, then returning home

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>63%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICM for British Future 11–13 July 2014, representative sample of 2,029 British adults aged 18 and over in GB online.
Figure 14: Migration attitudes by party support – On a scale of 0–10, has migration had a positive or negative impact on Britain? (0 is “very negative”, 10 is “very positive”)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Conservative</th>
<th>Labour</th>
<th>LibDem</th>
<th>UKIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t Know</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ipsos MORI for British Future 6–11 December 2013, representative sample of 2,244 residents of Great Britain aged 16–75 online.

Figure 15: Where is the moderate majority by party?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Liberal pro-migration (7+)</th>
<th>Anxious middle (2–6)</th>
<th>Hard line anti-migration (0–1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>UKIP</strong></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LibDem</strong></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Labour</strong></td>
<td>34</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conservative</strong></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ipsos MORI for British Future 6–11 December 2013, representative sample of 2,244 residents of Great Britain aged 16–75 online.
Figure 16: How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement: “When politicians talk about immigration, I would be more likely to believe a politician who makes clear the forms of immigration we can currently control and those which we can’t”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NET: Agree</th>
<th>NET: Disagree</th>
<th>Neither</th>
<th>Don't know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>68%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICM for British Future 17–19 October 2014, representative sample of 2,001 British adults aged 18 and over in GB online.
THE MODERATE MAJORITY: FURTHER POLL FINDINGS

1. How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement: “The public should have a say in the decisions that are made about immigration. We understand that some immigration is needed for the economy and that some is outside the government’s control. The government should tell us what they can do, and at what economic cost, so we can make an informed decision about what’s best for Britain.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NET: Agree</th>
<th>NET: Disagree</th>
<th>Neither</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICM for British Future 17–19 October 2014, representative sample of 2,001 British adults aged 18 and over in GB online.

2. How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement: “I would rather the government delivered on a realistic target to limit the immigration it can control, rather than a higher target that it may not be able to meet.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NET: Agree</th>
<th>NET: Disagree</th>
<th>Neither</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICM for British Future 17–19 October 2014, representative sample of 2,001 British adults aged 18 and over in GB online.

3. How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement: “We want an immigration system that is both effective and fair, so we should invest more money in border controls.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NET: Agree</th>
<th>NET: Disagree</th>
<th>Neither</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICM for British Future 17–19 October 2014, representative sample of 2,001 British adults aged 18 and over in GB online.
4. How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement: “The government must enforce the minimum wage so we have a level playing field and employers can’t squeeze out British workers by employing immigrants on the cheap.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NET: Agree</th>
<th>NET: Disagree</th>
<th>Neither</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>82%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICM for British Future 17–19 October 2014, representative sample of 2,001 British adults aged 18 and over in GB online.

5. How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement: “Immigration is an important topic for the public so they should have more say in how it’s handled through public consultation and annual scrutiny in parliament of current immigration levels and what targets to set.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NET: Agree</th>
<th>NET: Disagree</th>
<th>Neither</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>71%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICM for British Future 17–19 October 2014, representative sample of 2,001 British adults aged 18 and over in GB online.

6. How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement: “Increased immigration does have an impact on jobs, public services and the ‘Britishness’ of our communities. We need to manage that. But let’s deal with these issues without being prejudiced and keep racism out of the debate.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NET: Agree</th>
<th>NET: Disagree</th>
<th>Neither</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>71%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICM for British Future 17–19 October 2014, representative sample of 2,001 British adults aged 18 and over in GB online.
7. Would you support or oppose holding a referendum on Britain's relationship with Europe within the next few years?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Oppose</th>
<th>Don't know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>57%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

YouGov for British Future, 14–15 September 2014, representative sample of 1,703 adults aged over 18 in GB online.

8. Some politicians say they will offer an in/out referendum on Britain’s membership of the EU; others have not given their support to a referendum. Which of the following do you think is the main reason for not offering an EU referendum?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Because they think the result wouldn’t be the one they want</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because they think it would create economic uncertainty</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because they think referendums are a bad idea in a parliamentary democracy</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because they think people don’t want one</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another reason</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

YouGov for British Future, 14–15 September 2014, representative sample of 1,703 adults aged over 18 in GB online.
ABOUT BRITISH FUTURE

British Future is an independent, non-partisan thinktank engaging people’s hopes and fears about integration and migration, opportunity and identity, so that we share a confident and welcoming Britain, inclusive and fair to all.

Since British Future’s founding in 2012 we have conducted research on public attitudes to these issues in the UK, projecting our findings publicly to inform national debate.

Our attitudinal research has contributed to national discussions on issues including immigration from the European Union; attitudes to international students in the UK; Englishness and what it means to the English; the hopes and fears of first-time voters; and racism, discrimination and national identity in modern Britain.

We have also:

• Held events at Conservative, Labour and Lib Dem party conferences.
• Hosted a “Festival of Englishness” with IPPR to celebrate and discuss Englishness in politics, sport, literature and comedy.
• Worked with civic groups across different faiths to promote a peaceful and respectful response to the murder of corporal Lee Rigby.
• Held a “funeral for fascism” to celebrate the British public’s rejection of the BNP at the ballot box and with it the demise of fascism as an electoral force in Britain.
• Launched the ‘Voice of a Generation’, a one-year joint project with The Mirror to employ a young, non-graduate apprentice reporter at the Daily Mirror, specifically tasked with investigating
and reporting on the most pressing concerns of young people in the run-up to the 2015 election.

- Contributed to key public debates in the national media, appearing on BBC, ITV, Channel 4 and Channel 5 TV, as well as BBC Radio and in articles in every national newspaper.

Other publications from British Future can be found online:

**International Students and the UK Immigration Debate, October 2014**

This joint report with Universities UK examines public attitudes to international students, the largest flow of non-EU migration to the UK. It finds that the public welcomes students and is ‘baffled’ that they are counted as migrants at all.

**Voice of a Generation, May 2014**

Commissioned for the launch of the Voice of a Generation partnership with the Daily Mirror, this report explores the most pressing concerns among 17–21 year-olds in the run-up to the 2015 general election, including on party politics, jobs, housing, debt and education.

**EU migration from Romania and Bulgaria: What does the public think? December 2013**

Based on ICM polling and workshops in Southampton, Reading and Bolton, this report examines how much people know about EU migration, their feelings towards EU migrants already here, and what they think could be done in response.
From Minority Vote to Majority Challenge, September 2013
An analysis of the growing importance of the ethnic minority vote in the UK, including projections as to how the 2010 election could have unfolded if the Conservative Party had secured more votes from ethnic minorities.

Do Mention the War: Will 1914 matter in 2014, August 2013
Released one year ahead of the First World War centenary, this report shows that many of us are unsure of what actually happened before, during and after the First World War. Yet most think it is important to seize the opportunity to learn how the First World War shaped the country we are today.

Integration Consensus 1993–2013: How Britain changed since Stephen Lawrence, April 2013
This report assesses how much people think the country has changed in the twenty years since Stephen Lawrence’s death, showing that while racism appears to have decreased across the country, discrimination still exists.

This Sceptred Isle, April 2012
This report looks at what the public thinks about questions of identity, inclusion and immigration in Britain today, asking whether ethnicity or birthplace really makes a difference to being English, Scottish or Welsh.
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We need to talk about immigration. But is it time for a conversation, rather than a shouting match? How to talk about Immigration sets out the challenges for all sides of the most hotly contested issue in British politics.

Public arguments about immigration are often polarised between ‘pro’ and ‘anti’ voices. Yet most people are somewhere in between. They may be frustrated at how immigration has been managed but they hold pragmatic and nuanced views about it: that migration brings both pressures and benefits, and that it works best when we encourage migrants to become fully part of British society.

Drawing on three years’ original research by British Future into public attitudes, the report sets out the conversations that the British public believes we need to have about immigration and integration.

This study challenges the tendency of pro-migration liberals to try to ‘change the subject’ as quickly as possible, or to dismiss public concerns as simply based on misconceptions and myths. It challenges more sceptical voices to move on from arguing about the need to talk about immigration, to showing whether they have constructive answers that can work for Britain.

Politicians have found immigration the hardest issue on which to secure public trust. Winning it back, the authors argue, will require them to place more trust in the public and to give people a greater say in the choices that Britain needs to make.

How to talk about immigration will be useful to those in civic society, politics and business – and to citizens interested in how we can build confidence in a Britain that can be inclusive, welcoming and fair to all.